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The goal of this thesis is to identify and to explore novel ACTFEL phosphor

materials. Several important materials properties relevant to ACTFEL phosphor

development are identified. All of these properties cannot be obtained simultaneously.

Therefore, several key phosphor materials properties are identified as critical to the

development of an ACTFEL phosphor. Then, using basic chemical trends, several

classes of potential ACTFEL phosphors are identified. These materials systems include

halides, nitrides, oxynitrides, oxides, sulfides, and inhibited concentration quenching

systems.

Representative materials from some of these proposed novel ACTFEL phosphor

materials system are developed and evaluated as electroluminescence phosphors. Most of

the ACTFEL devices made using these materials do not show any significant charge

transfer. Detailed analysis indicates that the most probable cause of the lack of charge

injection is that the phosphor threshold field is too large. This excessively large threshold

field may be associated with the energy depth of the interface states, the low density of

the interface states, or the large effective mass of the phosphor material explored.

Several possible alternative solutions are presented to reduce the threshold field of

the phosphor. These includes the use of thick-film insulator, the use of a charge injection

layer, the use of a ceramic substrate coupled with a high temperature interface reaction,

and the use of bulk doping of the phosphor
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Novel ACTFEL Phosphor Development

Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Alternating-current thin-film electroluminescent devices comprise one of many

technologies being developed for consumer-electronic flat-panel display applications.

Due to its inherent solid-state nature, an ACTFEL device is very rugged.

The structure of a standard ACTFEL device is shown in Fig. 1.1. Typically, the

device is fabricated on a transparent glass substrate about 1 mm thick. The glass

substrate is generally purchased with a pre-coated transparent electrode. Subsequently,

the insulators, the phosphor, and the top electrode are deposited to form the complete

ACTFEL device.

The main thrust of present-day ACTFEL research is to focus on achieving a

brighter blue phosphor. The insufficient brightness of the blue phosphor hinders the use

of ACTFEL devices for applications where full-color displays are required, such as

television screens or computer monitors.

Second Conductor (Al, 2000 A)
Second insulator (SiON, 2000 A)

Phosphor (ZnS:Mn, 6000 A)
First insulator (SiON, 2000 A)
First Conductor (ITO, 1500 A)

Glass (Corning 7059, 1 mm)

A

Figure 1.1. The basic structure of an ACTFEL device.
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Many years of research have been devoted to improve the brightness of the blue

phosphor. Most progress made in blue phosphor research is achieved by improving an

existing blue phosphor material through optimization of processing conditions. For

example, recent improvements in the deposition process of the SrS:Ce blue phosphor [1]

have resurrected it to the point that it is now a leading contender as a blue ACTFEL

phosphor while, only a few years ago it was considered unusable for commercial

applications. Progress is also achieved through the development of new phosphor

materials; for example, the development of a new thiogallate blue phosphor [2].

Interestingly, almost all of the research related to ACTFEL phosphors has

concentrated on sulfur-based materials which comprise only a very small subset of

possible luminescent materials. From years of research into phosphor materials for

lighting applications, there is a wealth of knowledge and an abundance of choices

available involving other classes of luminescent materials, e.g. oxide-based materials. Is

there any compelling reason to confine research on ACTFEL phosphors to sulfur-based

materials only?

The goal of this thesis is to identify and to explore novel ACTFEL phosphor

materials. Perhaps through the exploration of new phosphor materials and through

improvements of process conditions, a new efficient blue phosphor can be found which,

hopefully, would make ACTFEL technology more attractive for consumer electronic

applications.

The outline of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, the basic ACTFEL device

physics is reviewed. In Chapter 3, important materials properties relevant to ACTFEL

phosphors are developed. Using basic chemical trends, several classes of novel ACTFEL

phosphors are identified. Chapter 4 presents the development of new high-quality

insulators needed for the development of novel ACTFEL phosphors. Then, Chapter 5

presents the development of some novel phosphor materials. Finally, Chapter 6 presents

the conclusion of this thesis and recommendations for future work.
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter, a review of the basic device physics and the electrostatic equations

of an ACTFEL device is presented. Emphasis is placed on issues relevant to the

materials science of the insulator and the phosphor.

2.1 Device Physics

What makes a ZnS-based ACTFEL device unique is the injection, generation, and

transport of hot electrons in the normally insulating ZnS phosphor. This is even more

remarkable when one considers that these injection, generation, and transport processes

do not cause catastrophic damage to the phosphor.

The injection of electrons is possible due to the presence of the interface traps

located at the phosphor/insulator interfaces. Both the density and the depth of these

interface traps determine the amount of injected charge and the phosphor electric field at

which the injection occurs. For a ZnS phosphor, the interface trap density is about 1012 -

1013 eV-1 cm-2 and the depth is 1 eV from the conduction band edge. The generation of

hot electrons in the normally insulating phosphor is possible due to the presence of a

large electric field. For a ZnS phosphor, the electric field is about 1.5-2.5 MV/cm. The

magnitude of the phosphor field depends on the depth of the interface traps. The deeper

the interface traps, the larger the electric field required. Catastrophic breakdown is

prevented due to the presence of an opposing internal electric field. As discussed in the

next section, this electric field originates from positively charged interface traps and from

negative charge associated with electrons which are trapped at the opposite interface.

The fundamental device physics of an ACTFEL device has been described in

depth by Bringuier [3] and several other authors [4-5]. First, assume that an ACTFEL

device is in equilibrium in an ideal flat-band condition. In this condition, the applied

voltage is zero, the interface states are charge neutral, and there is no space charge in
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either the insulators or the phosphor. The corresponding energy band diagram is depicted

in Fig. 2.1. Note that the insulators have a larger bandgap compared to the phosphor.

The significance of this property is elaborated on next.

Insulator Insulator

Metal Phosphor ITO

Ef...

Figure 2.1. An energy band diagram of an ACTFEL device at flat-band, in equilibrium.

Under an applied voltage pulse, the energy band diagram is modified, as depicted

in Fig. 2.2. The energy barrier at the cathode interface between the phosphor and the

insulator is reduced. If the phosphor electric field is sufficiently large, electrons may

tunnel from interface states into the phosphor conduction band and leaving behind

positively charge interface states. This process is referred to as tunnel injection or simply

charge injection. Once the electrons reach the phosphor conduction band, they are

accelerated, gain kinetic energy from the phosphor electric field, and are transported

across the phosphor layer to the opposite interface. At the opposite interface, these highly

energetic electrons (hot electrons) slow down, due to the larger bandgap of the insulator,

and are trapped at the interface states. These trapped electrons are available for injection

when an external voltage of opposite polarity is applied. Thus, by applying alternating
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voltage pulses, electrons are injected and transported back and forth across the phosphor

layer.

During the transport process, these hot electrons may impact excite luminescent

impurities in the bulk of the phosphor. Radiative recombination of these impurities will

give off light which is observed from the ITO side of the thin-film stack. Thus, it is

necessary that the phosphor and insulator bandgaps are sufficiently large to allow light to

pass through ACTFEL stack to the viewer.

From the above discussion, it is clear that the bandgap of the insulators and the

phosphor and the energy depth of the interface traps are significant variables in selecting

a new material for ACTFEL device application. These properties are discussed further in

Chapter 3. In the next section, electrostatic equations relating the electric field and

interface charge in the thin-film stack are described.

Figure 2.2. An energy band diagram of an ideal ACTFEL device under applied voltage.
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2.2 Electrostatic Analysis

The relationship between the internal charge present at a given phosphor/insulator

interface within the ACTFEL device, Qi, and electric fields in layers within the ACTFEL

stack is given by

Q
1
=EE E E (2.1)

1 1 p p

where the E refers to the dielectric constant, E refers to the electric field, and subscripts i

and p refer to the insulator and the phosphor, respectively.

From Kirchoff s voltage law, the applied voltage is given by

Va = diEi + dpEp (2.2)

where di and dp refer to the insulator and phosphor thickness, respectively. Below the

turn-on voltage, the insulator and the phosphor behave like dielectrics. When the applied

voltage is greater than the turn-on voltage, the phosphor layer can no longer be modeled

as a dielectric. Usually, conduction in the phosphor layer is modeled as back-to-back

Zener diodes [7]. In an ideal case of perfect field-clamping, the phosphor electric field

remains constant at Epth above turn-on. If clamping occurs, Ep in Eq. 2.4 may be

replaced by Epth.

In Section 5.4, Eq. 2.3 and 2.4 are extended in order to analyze the condition of

charge transfer in an ACTFEL device. Next, issues related to ACTFEL phosphor

materials science are presented.
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Chapter 3
ACTFEL PHOSPHOR AND LUMINESCENT IMPURITIES ISSUES

Light emission in ACTFEL devices involves excitation or ionization of

luminescent impurities by hot electrons and subsequent radiative relaxation. Efficient

electroluminescence implies that there is a high probability of excitation or ionization of

the luminescent impurity via hot electrons. Additionally, efficient electroluminescence

also implies that the luminescent impurity relaxes by radiative recombination only.

Clearly, during excitation and de-excitation, the luminescent impurity interacts

with the host phosphor. Ideally, the luminescent impurity should be treated as an integral

part of the phosphor. Unfortunately, if both the phosphor host and the luminescent

impurity are treated simultaneously, the discussion becomes too cumbersome. For the

sake of simplicity, the luminescent impurity discussion is separated from the discussion

of phosphor materials considerations.

In the first section of this chapter, the relevant issues in the luminescent impurity

selection process for ACTFEL phosphor application are presented. In the second section,

the methodology for phosphor materials selection is presented. Then several choices of

phosphor materials are proposed.

3.1. Luminescent Impurities

Reference [8] contains a detailed discussion of the physics of luminescent

impurities. In the following sections, two types of luminescent impurities commonly

used in ACTFEL devices are briefly discussed. Subsequently, basic differences between

the two are pointed out. Finally, the preferred luminescent impurities for ACTFEL

phosphor applications are identified.

There are two groups of luminescent impurities currently being used for ACTFEL

display devices: transition metals (TM) and rare-earth (RE) elements or compounds. An

example of a TM luminescence impurity is Mn which emits from green to yellow in
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color, depending on the phosphor host material. Using ZnS as a phosphor material, Mn

emits yellow light with a broad emission spectrum centered at approximately 585 nm.

An example of a RE luminescence impurity is terbium (Tb), which emits green light with

an emission spectrum composed of sharp peaks, which are characteristic of a RE

luminescent impurity.

Table 3.1 tabulates differences and similarities between a representative TM

luminescent impurity (Mn+2) and a typical RE luminescent impurity. TM impurities are

characterized by the presence of partially filled d-shell electrons. When TM ions are

placed in a phosphor host, the energy levels of the d-shell electrons are split due to the

crystal field of the host material. Luminescence arises from electronic transitions

Table 3.1. Comparison between the properties of a typical TM ion (Mn+2) and a RE ion.

Property Mn+2 RE+3 Ce+3, Eu+2

Emission orbital 3d5 4f 5d-4f

Emission structure Broadband Sharp peaks Broadband

Emission color Host-dependent Host-independent Host-dependent

Stoke Shift yes no yes

AR >0 0 >0

AS selection rule Forbidden Forbidden Allowed

Parity selection rule Forbidden Forbidden Allowed

Lifetime millisecond millisecond microsecond

Valence +2 +3 +3, +2

Ionic Size 0.80 A (Zn=0.74 A) 1.034-0.85 A 1.12, 1.03 A
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between these crystal field split energy levels of the partially filled d-shell orbitals. On

the other hand, most RE elements are characterized by a partially filled 4f-shell.

Luminescence from a RE atom arises from electronic transitions within 4f energy levels.

The energy levels of d-shell electrons are significantly influence by the

surrounding atomic environment. The strong influence of the surrounding atomic

environment causes the luminescence energy of a luminescent impurity to depend on the

local environment surrounding each luminescent impurity. This strong crystal field

interaction is one of the reasons that the emission spectrum of TM luminescent impurities

are characterized by broad-band emission. Furthermore, the strong crystal field

interaction between the luminescent impurity and the phosphor material makes it difficult

to use TMs as luminescent impurities when developing new phosphor materials since the

same TM ion may produce different colors when used in different phosphors. Even

worse, the same TM ion may emit different colors, depending upon how the phosphor is

processed. Moreover, it is possible that the crystal field interaction is so strong as to

preclude light emission all together.

Unlike the d electrons of TM ions, the 4f orbitals of RE ions are well shielded

from the surrounding near-neighbor atoms by the presence of filled 5s2 and 5p6 orbitals.

As a result, the emission spectrum of a RE luminescent impurity is typically composed

of a series of sharp peaks, resembling the emission spectrum of a free ion. Even when the

luminescent impurity is placed in different phosphor materials, the resulting emission

spectra resemble each other. Therefore, in terms of luminescent color predictability, RE

luminescent impurities are preferred over TM luminescent impurities.

Ce+3 and Eu+2 are exceptional RE elements. The luminescence of these ions

arises from 5d to 4f transition. Although the 4f orbitals are well shielded, the 5d orbitals

are not. Thus, the emission spectrum produced from 5d to 4f transitions is broad-band.

Typically, the emission color of Ce+3 and Eu+2 ranges from blue to green, depending on

the host material.

The influence of the surrounding atomic bonding environment can be

conveniently described by the use of a configuration coordinate. Figure 3.1 shows a

representative configuration-coordinate diagram for a typical TM ion and a RE ion. The
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parabolas represent the potential energy of the ground and the excited states of a

luminescent impurity. For the TM ion, the excited state (top parabola) has a different

equilibrium distance than that of the ground state (bottom parabola), i.e. ARe # 0. This is

due to the fact that the d electrons interact strongly with the surrounding lattice atoms.

In the excited state, the d-orbital experiences a different chemical bonding environment

than when in the ground state. Normally the excited state experiences weaker chemical

bonding; thus, the equilibrium distance increases when the luminescent impurity occupies

the excited state. For a RE ion, the equilibrium distance for both the ground state and the

excited state parabolas coincide, i.e. ARe 0. There is little or no change in the

equilibrium distance for a RE ion because 4f electrons do not interact with the

surrounding lattice very much.

R

Wavelength Wavelength

Figure 3.1. Configuration coordinate diagram for a typical transition metal (TM) ion and
a rare-earth (RE) ion.
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The shape of the excited state parabolas are also different. Using a first order

approximation, the shape of the parabola is described by V = V2 k (R-Re)2, where k is a

spring constant and Re is an equilibrium distance. For a TM ion, the excited state

parabola is usually wider than the ground state parabola. Due to the weaker chemical

bond in the exited state, the spring constant of the exited state is smaller than that of the

ground state. As a result, the exited state parabola is wider than the ground state

parabola. For a RE ion, the shape of the parabolas are the same, because the 4f electrons

experiences a very similar chemical bonding environment regardless of whether the ion is

in the ground state or in the excited state.

Within the parabola, the horizontal lines represent quantized vibrational energy

levels. Each level has a quantum number v, with v = 0 being the lowest level.

Vibrational transitions are transitions between quantized vibrational energy levels within

a parabola. Electronic transitions are represented by vertical lines between the vibrational

quantized energy levels originated from different parabolas. A vertical line represents the

fact that the electronic transition occurs on a time scale shorter than that of the atomic

relaxation.

For a RE ion, the electronic absorption has the highest probability for v = 0 and

v' = 0. For a TM ion, due to differing equilibrium distances, electronic absorption can

also occur from v = 0 to v' = n ± An. The net result is sharper absorption peaks for RE

ions compared to TM ions. The same argument can be applied to the emission peaks.

Also, for a TM ion the absorption energy and the emission energy are different; the

difference is referred to as a Stokes shift. Again, this Stokes shift is due to the unequal

equilibrium distance between the excited and the ground states. Using a simple

configuration coordinate diagrams, the general behaviors of TM and RE ion emission

spectrum can be explained.

The lifetime of the radiative transition of a luminescent impurity is governed by

two quantum mechanical selection rules involving spin and parity. The spin selection

rule states that an electronic transition is forbidden between two energy states with

different spin quantum numbers, i.e. AS # 0 [8]. The parity selection rule forbids
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electronic transitions between two states with the same parity (e.g. transitions within the

d-shell or within the f-shell). Both Mn+2 (5d) and RE+3 (4f) transitions are spin- and

parity- forbidden. Because these transitions are spin and parity forbidden, the lifetimes of

these emissions are generally long.

In spite of the forbidden nature of the luminescent transition and the difficulty of

predicting the color, a TM luminescent impurity has produced the brightest ACTFEL

device to date, i.e. ZnS:Mn. However, TM impurities are typically not nearly as efficient

as Mn, so clearly d-shell electrons alone cannot explain the high efficiency of Mn. Mn

has long been known as an efficient luminescent impurity. Out of 57 commercial

phosphors (P1 to P57), 15 of them employ Mn as a luminescent impurity and almost all

of these phosphors use Zn as the cation element of the host material [9]. A possible

reason for the impressive performance of Mn substituting for Zn is the excellent ionic

size and valence match of Mn relative to Zn. This issue is discussed in more detail in

Section 4.2.

What other properties of the Mn luminescent impurity result in high luminescent

efficiency? Perhaps the impact excitation cross sections of d-shell electrons are larger

than that of 4f-shell electrons. After all, the d-shell electrons are not as well shielded as

4f electrons. Thus, d-shell electrons would presumably interact more efficiently with

conduction band electrons than would the more shielded 4f-shell electrons. The net effect

could be an increase in the impact excitation cross section. Another possible reason for

the observed high efficiency of Mn could be the broader absorption band of Mn+2

compared to the sharp absorption band of the RE atoms (i.e. since the hot electron

population is extended over a broad range of energy, a broader absorption band might

increase the excitation probability).

Compared to Mn, RE elements do not produce very bright ACTFEL devices when

they are used in conjunction with a ZnS phosphor. Table 3.2 shows the efficiency of

various luminescent impurities in a ZnS, CaS or a SrS phosphor [10]. Note from Table

3.2 that Tb is the only RE element which exhibits a reasonable amount of brightness in

ZnS. Part of the reason for the relatively high efficiency of Tb may be related to the

human eye response, which peaks in the green region of the electromagnetic spectrum.
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Table 3.2. Electroluminescence color and efficiency of various
luminescent impurities in sulfide phosphors.

Phosphor Color ri (1m/W) @ 1 kHz

ZnS:Mn Orange-Yellow 2-8

ZnS:Sm,F Orange red 0.05

ZnS : Sm,C1 Red 0.08

ZnS:Tb,F Green 0.5-1

ZnS:Tm,F Blue <0.01

CaS:Eu Red 0.05

CaS:Ce Green 0.1

SrS:Ce Blue-Green 0.4

Another possible reason for the weak emission of other RE luminescent impurities

could be related to the presence of lower lying energy levels. To illustrate this point,

energy level diagrams for Tm and Tb are presented in Fig. 3.2. Notice that for Tm, there

exist several lower lying energy levels. These energy levels compete with the ground

state in depopulating upper excited levels. As a consequence of having lower lying

energy levels, TM de-excitation also produces IR radiation, which is not useful for

display applications. In contrast, Tb does not have any lower lying energy levels to

compete with the desired visible luminescent decay process.

For exploratory ACTFEL phosphor research, Tb, Eu, and Ce appear to be the

most promising luminescent impurities. In fact, Tb, Eu, and Ce have found many

commercial uses as photoluminescent phosphors for lighting applications. Except for a

few well known TM elements (e.g. Mn and Cr), the emission color of TM luminescent

impurities are simply too difficult to predict.

A commercially used blue emitting luminescent impurity is divalent Eu, i.e. Eu+2.

Most RE elements are trivalent. The ability of Eu to be divalent may be explained using
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Figure 3.2. Comparison between the energy levels of Tm and Tb.

Hund's rules of orbital filling. According to these rules, half filled and completely filled

orbitals are much more stable than partially filled orbitals. The stability of half-filled

orbitals yields a very large energy separation between the ground and the first excited

state. In fact, for Gd+3, which has a half-filled orbital, the separation energy is so large

that it emits in the UV region of the electromagnetic spectrum. If Eu is divalent, it has a

half filled orbital. Additionally, instead of red emission, as is the case of Eu+3, Eu+2

emits a bluish-green color. Most blue ACTFEL phosphor research has focused on Ce+3

as a luminescence impurity. To date, Eu+2 has not received much attention. Perhaps this

is associated with the difficulty of controlling the valence of Eu. In oxide phosphors used

for lighting, a special reduction process is needed to reduce the concentration of Eu+3

compared to Eu+2 (e.g. by annealing in a N2/H2 gas mixture) [32].
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Given that Eu, Ce, and Tb are the most suitable elements for research in the

development of new ACTFEL phosphor materials, the next step is to determine the

appropriate phosphor to host these luminescent impurities and to provide a medium for

the transport of hot electrons.

3.2. Phosphor Materials

In this section, the ideal properties of phosphor materials are discussed. It is clear

that all of the required properties cannot be satisfied simultaneously. Therefore,

important key materials property are identified. In order to identify new phosphor

candidate materials, chemical trends related to these key material properties are

discussed. From this chemical trend analysis, several groups of possible phosphor

materials are proposed.

3.2.1. Basic ACTFEL Phosphor Materials Science

The most important chemical properties of a phosphor material are chemical

stability and crystallinity. Chemical stability is important because it is likely that the

phosphor will be exposed to air and moisture during and after fabrication. Thus, the

phosphor material should be non-hygroscopic. The phosphor must also be stable

throughout the lifetime of the ACTFEL device, so the device performance will not

degrade or change during its lifetime. The necessity of forming a polycrystalline thin-

film is discussed in the next section.

The three most important electrical properties of an ACTFEL phosphor are

dielectric constant, resistivity, and bandgap. The dielectric constant should be as small

as possible relative to the insulator, so that most of the applied voltage drops across the

phosphor layer rather than across the insulator. In general, all else being equal, the

smaller the phosphor dielectric constant, the easier it is to operate the ACTFEL device.

However, as shown later, it is important to match the ionic size of the RE impurity to
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that of the phosphor cation. This requirement makes it difficult to find a low dielectric

constant phosphor because a phosphor with a large cation usually has a large dielectric

constant due to the increased polarization of the electron clouds. Consequently, the

importance of the dielectric constant is usually a secondary consideration. Moreover, to

some extent, a high dielectric constant phosphor can be compensated for by employing a

higher quality insulator (i.e. an insulator with a higher dielectric constant and a larger

breakdown field).

The resistivity of the phosphor is also an important physical parameter. In order

to create a large population of hot electrons, there should be no transport of electrons

though the phosphor layer at low electric fields. This requires that the phosphor has high

resistivity at low electric field. To achieve high resistivity at low electric field, the

phosphor must have a large bandgap, so that the intrinsic carrier density is small. The

impurity concentration in a phosphor may not be an important factor in determining the

resistivity because most wide bandgap phosphor materials are self compensated.

Therefore, even a large impurity concentration may be acceptable since the material will

most likely be highly resistive. In fact, the impurity concentration is probably more

important in determining the rate of non-radiative relaxation of the luminescent impurity.

Also, the phosphor should have a low density of bandtail states, because the

bandtail states may result in charge injection at low electric fields. As is well known,

bandtail states are associated with crystal imperfections. Electron transport in amorphous

or poorly crystallized material is via hopping conduction (i.e. tunneling between defect

states) rather than normal, extended state band transport; hopping conduction is a much

less efficient means of transporting electrons than by extended state transport. Hence,

improving the crystallinity of the phosphor would reduce the density of the bandtail

states, increase the resistivity, and enhance the transport of electrons at high fields.

The importance of the bandgap of the phosphor cannot be overemphasized.

Besides influencing the electronic behavior, the bandgap also influences the optical

behavior of an ACTFEL device. The bandgap of the phosphor should be sufficiently

large to allow light generated in the phosphor to be transmitted to the viewer. Generally,

the minimum bandgap required is 3 eV (-400 nm) which is the short-wavelength limit of
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the human visual system. The upper limit for the bandgap of an ACTFEL phosphor is

not known at this time. A large bandgap phosphor would require a larger electric field to

turn-on the ACTFEL device, because a larger bandgap generally results in deeper

interface states. Thus, a larger electric field would be required before electrons can tunnel

from interface states to the conduction band of the phosphor. A larger turn-on field is

beneficial in terms of electron transport. Assuming everything else to be the same, Monte

Carlo simulation shows that larger electric fields result in more energetic electrons, which

presumably are more efficient in exciting luminescence impurities [11]. However, a

larger turn-on field would require insulators with higher dielectric constants and larger

breakdown fields in order to keep the driving voltage within the electronic driver

specifications. For a very large turn-on field, the required insulator properties might not

be realistic for ACTFEL applications.

A large bandgap also prevents the excited luminescent impurity from being

thermally ionized to the conduction band of the phosphor. Although the ionization

energy depends on the specific luminescent impurity atom and phosphor combination

used, it is safe to say that less luminescent impurity ionization will occur when the

phosphor bandgap is larger.

Other important materials properties include the Stokes shift and non-radiative

relaxation. It is generally observed that materials which exhibit efficient

photoluminescence posses a small Stokes shift [8], which is an indication that the

luminescent impurity experiences a small lattice relaxation upon excitation and de-

excitation. Materials with strong covalent bonds usually have a small Stokes shift due to

the highly directional and stiff nature of covalent bonding. Therefore, for efficient

radiative recombination, materials which exhibit strong covalent bond character should

be chosen rather than strong ionic materials.

An optimal ACTFEL phosphor should have a luminescent impurity with a

minimal amount of relaxation. This is generally achieved by reducing the number of

defects in the phosphor thin-film. Ways to accomplish this include improving the

crystalline quality and the purity of the thin-film phosphor.
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Another important consideration is concentration quenching (i.e. a reduction in

the luminescent intensity as the concentration of the luminescent impurity increases).

Concentration quenching occurs in Mn-doped ZnS phosphors at a concentration of

approximately 1 at. % (atomic percent) [12]. Any additional increase in the Mn

concentration beyond 1 at. % will cause reduction in brightness due to concentration

quenching. It is generally believed that concentration quenching arises as a consequences

of wavefunction overlap of the luminescent impurities. However, there are certain

classes of materials such as Y2(Mo04)3 doped with Eu [13] which can be doped with

luminescent impurities up to tens of a percent and yet not exhibit concentration

quenching. This doping concentration is an order of magnitude larger than the 1% Mn

concentration quenching limit in ZnS. Thus in principle, even if these materials are not

as efficient in terms of excitation and de-excitation efficiency, the high doping

concentration of luminescent impurities could compensate for this and possibly result in

an improved luminescence intensity.

3.2.2. Key ACTFEL Phosphor Materials Properties

In order to evaluate the potential of a material for ACTFEL phosphor

applications, several keys materials properties are important. From chemical trends,

materials that do not have these desired properties can be eliminated from consideration.

Usually, all of the desired material properties cannot be obtained simultaneously; there is

typically a trade-off of which materials properties can be obtained in a single

phosphor/luminescent impurity ACTFEL system.

Of the many desired physical properties, the phosphor bandgap is considered to be

the most important materials property. As previously discussed, the upper limit of the

bandgap is not known, but the bandgap of the material should be large enough ( > 3 eV)

to allow the generated light to reach the viewer.

The ionic size and valence match between the luminescent impurity and phosphor

cation are also extremely important physical properties for a potential ACTFEL
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phosphor. Unfortunately, the ionic size cannot be selected independent of the bandgap

and other material properties.

In order to form a good crystalline thin-film, the deposition process must be

performed at a sufficiently high temperature. Alternatively, the thin-film must be post-

annealed to induce crystallization and grain growth. Both the deposition and the

annealing temperatures are limited by the melting point or the softening point of the glass

substrate. Rapid thermal annealing (RTA) can be used to increase the allowable

annealing temperature. For example, the glass softening temperature for Corning 7059 is

500-600 °C, but by employing RTA, the substrate can withstand a 640 °C anneal for

short period of time. Alternatively, several higher temperature substrates are available,

but generally they are expensive. Therefore, a good ACTFEL phosphor material

candidate must have a low crystallization temperature. This implies that the material

should have a low melting point, because crystallization proceeds faster when a material

is annealed close to the melting point. A general rule of thumb is that the annealing

temperature should be greater than three quarters of the melting point of the material [14].

Using the bandgap, cation ionic size and valence, and melting point measures of

quality, materials that are unsuitable for ACTFEL phosphor applications can be

immediately eliminated from further consideration.

3.2.3. Chemical Trends

In order to evaluate the potential of a material for ACTFEL phosphor

applications, it is important to understand certain relevant chemical trends. Table 3.3

shows a partial listing of the periodic table. Elements from the same column of the

periodic table generally have the same valence.

For column IV elements, the bandgap of each element decreases in going down

the periodic table from C to Ge. Sn and Pb are metals, so these elements have no energy

bandgap. Therefore, in going down a row of the periodic table, the bandgap of the

material is expected to decrease. The same decreasing bandgap trend in going down the
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Table 3.3. A partial listing of the periodic table.

IA IIA IIB IIIA IVA VA VIA VIIA VIVA

1 H He

2 Li Be B C N 0 F Ne

3 Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar

4 K Ca Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr

5 Rb Sr Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe

6 Cs Ba Hg Ti Pb Bi Po At Rn

periodic table is valid for binary compounds. Substituting a cation or anion with an

element from the same column but with a larger row number should reduce the bandgap.

For example, for the binary compound AlAs, substituting Ga in place of Al produces

GaAs, which has a smaller bandgap. Likewise, substituting Sb in place of As results in

A1Sb, which also has a smaller bandgap.

Chemical trends regarding the resistivity are difficult to predict because the

resistivity is sensitive to the nature and concentration of defects and impurities present in

the material. In turn, these defect and impurity concentrations depends very sensitively

on how the material is prepared. However, in general, the larger the bandgap of the

material, the larger is the resistivity.

In going down a given column of the periodic table, the ionic size of an element

increases due to an increase in the number of core electrons. This increase in the number

of core electrons results in an increase in electronic polarization. Thus, the dielectric

constant of the material increases in going down a given column.

The melting point of a material decreases with increasing ionic size of the atomic

constituents. Therefore, going down a given column of the periodic table, the melting

point of the material should decrease. The melting point variation across columns of the

periodic table is more difficult to predict.
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The relevant chemical trends established for binary compounds are also relevant

for ternary compounds. For example, the bandgap of the A1GaAs ternary compound can

be increased by increasing the Al concentration, since Al comes from a higher row of the

periodic table relative to Ga. This is one advantage of a ternary system; i.e. the material

properties can be engineered by alloying the cation or anion using elements of the same

column but different row.

Using these chemical trends, potential ACTFEL phosphor materials are identified

in the next section.

3.3. Phosphor Materials Candidates

The starting point in a search of ACTFEL phosphor candidates involves the

chemical composition of a material. The simplest chemical form is an elemental

material. Binary and ternary compounds are examples of more complex chemical

systems. Elemental materials offer an advantage in that stoichiometry is not an issue.

However, the materials properties of elements are difficult to engineer since elements

allow no degree of freedom in adjusting the materials properties by compositional

variation. Properties of elemental materials can only be engineered by changing the

structure or impurity content of the material. Binary and ternary systems are more

difficult to prepare, but they allow an additional degree of freedom in controlling the

material properties, i.e. by changing the relative concentration of the elements. In this

section, only a brief discussion of elemental materials for ACTFEL phosphor application

is presented, followed by a more detailed discussion of more complicated material

systems.

The only elemental material of possible use as an ACTFEL phosphor is diamond

(crystalline carbon). Other elements are inappropriate because they are metallic, are

liquids, or have a small bandgap (e.g. Si, Ge). Diamond-like-carbon (DLC) has been

explore as potential phosphor material [15]. However, the intrinsic luminescence is weak

and no attempt has been made to introduce RE luminescent impurities into DLC.
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Considering the small atomic size of C relative to RE, it would appear to be difficult to

introduce RE luminescent impurities into DLC. One can also speculate on the use of

other forms carbon. Recent advance in materials science have produced Fullerlene [16]

which is a form of carbon with a geodesic structure. It appears that this material can be

made transparent. Also, the materials properties of Fullerlene can be varied significantly.

The simplest type of compound material is a binary system. A binary compound

is comprised of a cation and an anion. Table 3.3 shows a partial listing of the periodic

table. The shaded region of Table 3.3 specifies the non-metal elements. Note that a

majority of the elements can act as cations, but generally, only non-metal elements can

act as elemental anions. Out of the non-metal group, only N, P, 0, S, Se, and halogen

containing binary compounds possess a sufficiently large bandgaps for ACTFEL

phosphor applications. Consequently, based on the bandgaps of possible binary

compounds, the anion choice is narrowed down to N, P, 0, S, Se, and halogen atoms. As

discussed in Section 3.3.6, if a materials system more complicated than a binary

compound is explored, the choice of anions increases to include molecular anions. The

choice of cation is determined according to ionic size and valence requirements. As

discussed in the previous section, RE impurities are preferred as luminescent impurities.

The most logical approach for selecting an appropriate ACTFEL phosphor is to choose

first a cation that matches the ionic size and the valence of the relevant RE luminescent

impurity.

Table 3.4 shows the ionic size [17] and valence of various possible cations and

their size mismatch to Eu, Ce, Tb, and Tm. Both divalent and trivalent elements are

included in Table 3.4. Although valence compatibility is desirable, and is achieved in the

ZnS:Mn ACTFEL material systems, efficient ACTFEL devices have been fabricated

using valence mismatch cation-luminescent impurity combinations (e.g. SrS:Ce). For

divalent ions, Ca, Sr, and Ba have the best match to the selected RE ions. For trivalent

ions, Y, La, and Gd provide the best match. Therefore, compounds of Ca, Sr, Ba, Y, La,

and Ga appear to have the best potential for ACTFEL phosphor applications. In the next

sections, several materials systems employing these cations are explored.
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Table 3.4. Ionic valence, and size mismatch to Ce, Eu, Tb, and Tm for various cations.

Atom Valence Size

[A]

Ionic Size Mismatch

Ce+3 [%] Eu+2 [%] Eu+3 [%] Tb+3 [%] Tm+3[%]

Be +2 0.35 66 68 63 62 60

Mg +2 0.66 36 39 31 28 24

Ca +2 0.99 4 9 4 7 14

Sr +2 1.12 8 3 18 21 29

Ba +2 1.34 30 23 41 45 54

Zn +2 0.74 28 32 22 20 15

Cd +2 0.97 6 11 2 5 11

Al +3 0.51 51 53 46 45 41

Ga +3 0.62 40 43 35 33 29

In +3 0.81 22 26 15 12 7

Sc +3 0.732 29 33 23 21 16

Y +3 0.893 14 18 6 3 3

La +3 1.061 3 3 12 15 22

Gd +3 0.938 9 14 1 2 8

Ce +3 1.034 0 5 9 12 19

Eu +2 1.09 5 0 15 18 25

+3 0.95 8 13 0 3 9

Tb +3 0.923 11 15 3 0 6

Tm +3 0.87 16 20 8 6 0
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3.3.1. Nitrides

Table 3.5 tabulates some relevant chemical properties of several binary nitrides

and oxides [17]. The enthalpy value is normalized with respect to the number of atoms

present in the compound, which is thus expressed in units of kcal/gm atom.

Table 3.5. Thermodynamic properties of some nitrides and their corresponding oxide.

Nitride Egap [eV] Moisture
sensitivity

AHf nitride

[kcal/gm atom]
Oxide AHf oxide

[kcal/gm atom]

Mg3N2 yes MgO -71.9

Ca3N2 < 3 yes -20.6 CaO -75.9

Sr3N2 < 3 yes -18.7 SrO -70.8

Ba3N2 < 3 yes BaO

Zn3N2 2.8 no -1.1

Cd3N2 < 3 ?

BN 7-8 no -30.4 B2O3 -60.8

A1N 5.74-5.9 no -38.0 A1203 -80.1

GaN 3.2-3.8 ? -13.2 Ga203 -52.1

InN ? -2.1 1n2O3 -44.3

C3N4 no ? CO2

Si3N4 4.5-5.1 no -25.4 SiO2 -72.6

Ge3N4 ? -2.2 Ge02 -43.9

TiN yes -40.4 TiO2 -74.9

TaN yes -30.1 Ta205 -69.9
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As seen from Table 3.5, the enthalpy of formation of an oxide is typically larger

than that of a nitride. Therefore, if both nitrogen and oxygen are present in the deposition

chamber, formation of an oxide is thermodynamically preferred to that of a nitride.

Minute amounts of oxygen or water vapor, ever-present during deposition, can easily be

incorporated into the film and change the properties of the film significantly from what is

expected for nitride. From the chemical trends implicit in Table 3.5, the bandgap of a

nitride is expected to increase with increasing oxygen contamination.

However, if it can be deposited oxygen-free, some nitrides are stable in air, even

though the enthalpy formation of the corresponding oxide is larger. This is particularly

true for a nitride with a large enthalpy of formation (e.g. C3N4, Si3N4, BN, and A1N).

Perhaps the stability of a well-prepared nitride is due to larger potential energy barrier

which must be overcome in order to convert from nitride to oxide. Another characteristic

of a stable nitride, excluding transition metal nitrides, is a large bandgap. The four

materials listed in Table 3.5 have bandgaps larger than 5 eV. Other low bandgap nitrides

are often moisture sensitive (e.g. Ca3N2, Sr3N2, Ba3N2, etc.).

Of the binary nitrides which are valence matched to relevant to RE atoms, only

BN, A1N, and GaN possess sufficiently large bandgaps for ACTFEL applications. GaN

has the least ionic size mismatch of relevant RE luminescence impurities. One research

group patented the use of GaN for ACTFEL device applications [18]. However, the

reported brightness of their ACTFEL device is not sufficient for commercial applications.

Still, this result is the first demonstration of the viability of a nitride material for

ACTFEL applications.

In order to identify nitrides with larger bandgaps, ternary nitrides should be

considered. A possible means to obtain a ternary nitride with an appropriate bandgap is

to alloy a small bandgap nitride and a large bandgap nitride. Additionally, alloying could

increase the stability of the low bandgap nitride. For example, InN could be alloyed with

A1N to produce AlIni_xN. The composition of Al and In could be adjusted to yield the

appropriate bandgap. The most ideal candidates for large bandgap nitrides are BN and

A1N. The bandgap of GaN is not sufficiently large to allow alloying with another small

bandgap nitride. Small bandgap candidate nitrides include GaN, InN, and possibly
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transition metal nitrides (ScN, YN, LaN), and RE nitrides (GdN). Some literature related

to A1GaN and AlInN ternary alloys exist [18,19]. There appears to be little, if any,

literature regarding the BGaN or BInN ternary alloy systems. It is not clear whether

chemical compound formation is possible using TM/RE nitrides alloyed with A1N or

BN. A list of possible candidate ternary nitride alloys is listed in Table 3.6 below.

Table 3.6. Possible ternary nitride alloys.

BxGai_xN BxYl_xN AlxGaiN AlxYi_xN

BxIni_xN BxLai_xN AlxIniN Alx Lai_xN

BxSci_xN BxGdi_xN AlxSci,N Al Gd N

An alternate method to obtain an increased bandgap is to used mixed valence

cation materials (e.g. the (IIxIV2_x)V2 system). In this ternary alloy system, group II and

IV elements act as cations with an average valence of III, i.e. (II+IV)/2. The bandgaps of

the group II nitrides are not available. However, judging from the color of their powders

and from the enthalpy of formation, the bandgap of group II nitrides should be small

compare to group IV nitrides. Hence, the concentration of the group IV element could be

used to attain the larger bandgaps and the concentration of the group II element could be

used to obtain smaller bandgaps.

The list of possible (IIxIV2_x)V2 nitrides candidate [20-22] is presented in Table

3.7. The choice of large bandgap nitrides is limited to C3N4 and Si3N4 while the possible

choices of group II small bandgap nitrides are Zn3N2, Mg3N2, Ca3N2, Sr3N2 , Ba3N25

and Cd3N2. Ge3N4 has smaller bandgap compared to that of C3N4 or Si3N4. Therefore,

Ge3N4 could also be used to lower the bandgap of a (IIIV2_x)V2 nitride. Another

advantage of (IIxIV2_x)V2 system is the ability to incorporate both divalent and trivalent

luminescent impurities. This would allow divalent Eu, which is known to produce

bluish-green emission, to be used as luminescence impurity.
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Table 3.7. Mixed valence(IIxIV2,)V2 nitrides.

MgSiN2 CaSiN2 CaCN2

ZnSiN2 SrSiN2 SrCN2

ZnGeN2 BaSiN2 BaCN2

An example of a (IIxIV2_x)V2 materials system is MgSiN2 [23]. This material

appears to be stable in air. If doped with Eu, this material exhibits bluish-green

photoluminescence, characteristic of Eu+2 luminescence. The quantum efficiency of

photoluminescence in MgSiN2:Eu is as high as 40%. Note that Mg+2 has a 30% ionic

size mismatch with respect to Eu+2. Therefore, replacement of Mg by Sr or Ba, with

ionic size mismatches of 3% and 23% (to Eu+2), respectively, could possibly result in an

improved luminescence efficiency. However, BaSiN2 is reported to be moisture sensitive

[24]. A possible solution to this problem is to use very low concentrations of Sr and Ba

alloyed with Mg, i.e. (MgxSr1_x)SiN2 or (MgxBa1_x)SiN2, thereby combining the

stability of MgSiN2 with the improved ionic size matching of Sr and Ba.

One disadvantage of a nitride materials system is that the melting temperature, if

it melts at all, is generally very high. This tendency of nitrides may make it difficult to

form polycrystalline thin-films by post-deposition annealing.

3.3.2. Oxynitrides

The discussion in the previous section underscores the limited range of choices

offered by the nitride materials system, primarily due to the lack of nitrides with

sufficiently large bandgaps for ACTFEL applications.

In principal, the bandgap of these nitrides can be increased by the substitution of a

fraction of the nitrogen anion with oxygen. The main problem in accomplishing this

oxygen alloying is that it is difficult to control the amount of oxygen incorporated into
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the film. A very minute amount of oxygen in the deposition chamber results in a large

concentration of oxygen in the film. Another problem is that nitrogen and oxygen have

different valences. In a best-case scenario, a completely new oxynitride structure, if it

exists, might be formed. Alternatively, if the new oxynitride material maintains the same

structure as the original nitride, defects might be formed in the oxynitride to compensate

for the valence mismatch. In a worst case scenario, the oxynitride may be amorphous

when oxygen is incorporated; as discussed previously, for a material to have potential as

an ACTFEL phosphor, it should be polycrystalline, not amorphous.

An interesting oxynitride material is the LnNi_x0x system [25,26] (Ln stands for

lanthanides which includes La and RE elements). Apparently, oxygen is continuously

soluble in the nitride up to some maximum concentration, depending upon the cation

used. LnNi_x0x maintain the NaC1 crystal structure of the LnN phase. It has also been

reported that lanthanide nitrides are completely miscible in each other (e.g. LaN is

miscible in CeN). Therefore, one would expect that LnNi,Ox can be doped with RE

luminescent impurities to a high doping concentration without a change in the crystal

structure, thus reducing the chance of defect formation which could cause non-radiative

relaxation of the luminescent impurity.

Table 3.8. lists the maximum concentration of oxygen that can be accommodated

in various LnNi_x0x. Additionally, Table 3.8 includes the corresponding powder

synthesis temperature, and the color of the resulting powder. The bandgap of these

lanthanide oxynitrides are not known yet. Above the maximum solubility limit of

oxygen, Ln203 starts to phase separate. For CeN, incorporation of oxygen seems to

stabilize Ce+3 and prevent the formation of Ce+4. For EuNi_x0x, both Eu+2 and Eu+3

seem to coexist. Thus in principal, it is possible to incorporate oxygen into binary

nitrides. In fact, the solubility of oxygen in a binary nitride is usually quite large.

Lanthanide oxynitride candidates for ACTFEL phosphor applications include

LaNi_x0x , GdNi_x0x, and YNI,Ox although it is not yet known whether YNi_x0x

exists. Trivalent Ce is an ideal RE luminescent impurity for LaN i_x0x. Also, the

presence of Oxygen seems to suppress the appearance of Ce+4, which is non-radiative. In

terms of ionic size, trivalent Gd is an ideal host for both Tb+3 and Eu+3.
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Table 3.8. The maximum concentration of oxygen incorporation, synthesis temperature,
and color of various lanthanide-oxynitrides.

Ln Max
concentration

Synthesis
Temperature [°C]

Color

La 0.50 1500 x 0.3 dark blue; x 0.5 golden

Ce 0.49

Pr 0.38 1500 x < 0.32 dark blue; x 0.37 golden

Nd 0.28

Sm 0.50

Eu 0.08 1200

Gd 0.35 1200

Tb 0.30 1500 dark blue

Ho 0.05

Table 3.9. More complex lanthanide-oxynitrides.

Formula Ln Synthesis T [°C]

LnCeO2N All ?

Ln2A1O3N La,Nd,Sm 1350

Ln+3Eu+2SiO3N La,Nd,Sm,Gd 1350

CaLnGeO3N All ?

LnSrSiO3N All ?

Lu2BO3N All ?

LnCe+4Be03N All ?

Ln2Si303N4 La,Nd,Sm,Gd,Dy,Ho,Er,Yb,Y

Ln4Si207N2 La,Nd,Sm,Gd,Dy,Ho,Er,Yb,Y
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Nitrogen in the LnN phase could also be replaced with C to form LnNi_x_yCxy

where represents a vacancy. The color changes from golden in CeN to red/purple in

CeNi_x_yCxy. It is likely that the bandgap is lowered in going from CeN to CeNi,_

yCxy as indicated by color changes from golden in CeN to red/purple in CeNi,_

yCxy. Subsequently, LnNi_x_yCx may not be suitable for ACTFEL applications

because CeN itself has a bandgap of 0.7 eV.

More complicated oxynitride compounds also exist [26], as collected in Table 3.9.

Some of these systems may have potential for ACTFEL phosphor applications.

However, these materials may be difficult to prepare considering the number of atoms

comprising each compound.

In summary, oxynitrides may have potential as ACTFEL phosphors. Their

viability for ACTFEL phosphor applications will depend upon whether the degree of

oxygen incorporation can be reliably controlled, whether polycrystalline oxynitrides can

be formed, and whether a sufficiently large concentration of oxygen can be

accommodated to adequately increase the bandgap.

3.3.3. Halides

Halides, particularly group II fluorides (e.g. ZnF2), have been investigated for

ACTFEL phosphor applications [27-28]. Although electroluminescence has been

observed in certain halide systems, the onset of conduction is not as clearly defined in

these materials as it is in ZnS phosphors. Nevertheless, despite their large bandgaps,

conduction does occur in these phosphors. Almost all of the RE elements have been

employed as luminescent impurities in halide ACTFEL phosphors. However, the

reported brightness of these ACTFEL devices are still dim. The primary advantage of

these materials is that it is relatively easy to form crystalline halide thin-films at low

deposition temperatures. It is reported that polycrystalline ZnF2 may be deposited at a

substrate temperature as low as 300 °C. Another advantage of halides is that the

dielectric constants of these materials are low because of their high ionicity.
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Disadvantages of halides include moisture sensitivity, chemical stability, and large

bandgaps. Further discussion of halides is presented in Section 3.3.6.

3.3.4. Phosphide

In general phosphides have bandgaps much smaller than their nitride counterparts.

Subsequently, the lack of a large bandgap precludes the use of phosphides as ACTFEL

phosphors. One possible way to circumvent this bandgap problem is to alloy phosphide

with nitride material. For example, if MgSiN2 possess too large a bandgap,

MgSi(NxPi_x)2 should have a smaller bandgap. However, this approach is of limited

utility due to the limited choices of large bandgap nitrides and phosphides

3.3.5. Oxides

Oxides provide the most abundant choices for ACTFEL phosphor applications of

any of the families of materials systems. The primary reason for this multiplicity of

oxide choices is that almost all materials react with oxygen to form an oxide. Moreover,

oxides are invariably very stable in air. Additionally, only a handful of oxides are

sensitive to moisture. Oxides are very easy to prepare compared to most other materials

systems. Technologically, oxides are the most important class of photoluminescence

materials. The knowledge base for oxide materials is much more well established

compared to other materials systems. Most commercial photoluminescence materials use

oxide-based phosphors.

Only recently have oxide materials been explored for ACTFEL phosphor

applications. The primary reason for this is that it is difficult to inject electrons into the

oxide phosphors. Generally, oxides appear to have interface trap densities which are

much lower in concentration and are located much deeper in the bandgap than do

sulfides. Consequently, in order to tunnel-inject electrons into the conduction band of an
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oxide phosphor, a very large electric field is required. This large phosphor electric field

can only be achieve by using an insulator with a very large dielectric constant.

Table 3.10 lists oxide materials that have been investigated as ACTFEL

phosphors [29-30]. Most of these oxide phosphors have low efficiency. However, the

efficiency of Zn2Sig4:Mn and ZnGa2O4:Mn are respectable. In fact, their efficiencies are

comparable to that of ZnS:Tb,F green phosphors (0.5 1.01m/W).

Since these oxide phosphors have been demonstrated to possess some electron

injection and to have reasonable luminescence efficiencies, other oxides should be

explored for ACTFEL phosphor applications. Considering the large pool of potential

oxide phosphor materials, there should exist some oxide materials that give rise to

efficient electroluminescence.

Note that Zn2SiO4:Mn has been used previously as a fluorescent lamp phosphor

[9]. Modern fluorescent lamp phosphors use RE luminescence impurities for better color

rendering properties of RE emissions. This oxide system, and other oxide systems

previously employed as photoluminescence phosphors, are listed in Table 3.11. It is

clearthat not all of these oxides are good candidates for ACTFEL phosphor applications.

For example, Y203:Eu is a very efficient phosphor used in fluorescent lamps, CRTs, and

Table 3.10. Summary of the efficiency, excitation, overvoltage, and color of various
oxides used as ACTFEL phosphors.

Phosphor ri (lm/W) Excitation Overvoltage Color

Zn2SiO4:Ti 0.017 1 kHz Sine 125 Blue
Sr2P2O7:Eu 0.005 1 kHz Sine 150 Blue
Y2SiO5:Ce 0.005 1 kHz Sine 100 Purple

Zn2SiO4:Mn 0.3 5 kHz Sine 250 Green
ZnGa2O4:Mn 0.9 1 kHz Sine 170 Green

Y203:Eu dim Red
Cal o(PO4)6FCI:Sb:Mn dim White
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Table 3.11. Potential ACTFEL oxide phosphors.

Material X [nm] Comment Ref.

Past:

Zn2SiO4:Mn 8,9

(Zn,Be)2SiO4:Mn 8,9

MgWO4 8,9

CaWO4 8,9

Blue:

BaMgA11007:Eu+2 450 9

Sr5(PO4)3CI:Eu+2 8,9

1.29(Ba,Ca)06A1203:Eu+2 440 1500°C (N2:H2) 31

2Sr0.3A1203:Eu+2 460 1500°C (N2:H2) +H3BO3flux 31

Ba0.4A1203:Eu+2 480 31

CaOMg0.2Si02:Eu+2 465 800°C (N2:H2) + 1250°C (N2) 32

3CaOMg0.2Si02:Eu+2 475 800°C (N2:H2) + 1250°C (N2) 32

Ba5SiO4C16:Eu+2 440 800°C (N2:H2) 33

Green:

CeMgAli 1019:Tb+3 543

LaPO4:Ce±3or Tb+3

GdMgB5010:Ce+3or Tb+3

Red:

Y203:Eu+3 611

Other Phosphor:

InB03:Tb+3,Eu+3 White CRT Phosphor

YV04:Eu+3 Red CRT Phosphor

(YGd)B03:Eu+3 Red Plasma Display
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plasma display panels. However, as shown in Table 3.10, Y203:Eu is very dim when

used as ACTFEL phosphor. Perhaps its poor efficiency is a result of not using a high

enough annealing temperature. The use of lower melting point phosphor, such as

Ba5SiO4C16:Eu, may reduce the required annealing temperature to produce good

crystalline film with higher luminescence efficiency.

A trend that emerges regarding the oxides listed in Table 3.11 is that most of the

efficient oxide phosphors employ very large molecular constituents; the anions are no

longer simple elements, but are usually composed of very large molecules. Also note that

for CaWO4 and MgWO4, the emission originates from the (W04)-2 anion. This trend is

discussed in more detail in the next section.

3.3.6. Materials with Inhibited Concentration Quenching

As discussed in the previous section, oxides offer the most abundant choices for

ACTFEL phosphor applications. However, questions remain as to whether electrons can

be efficiently injected into the oxide phosphor conduction band. The efficiency and

brightness of ACTFEL oxides to date is quite low. If oxide phosphors are to be

employed in future ACTFEL devices, the brightness and the efficiency must be

improved.

One obvious way to improve brightness is to increase the concentration of

luminescent impurities. However, usually the efficiency peaks at a few atomic percent of

luminescent impurities and any additional increase in the luminescent impurity

concentration results in a brightness reduction. This phenomena of decreasing brightness

with increasing luminescent impurity doping is termed concentration quenching. The

theory of concentration quenching is quite complicated [8,34]. Generally, it is believed

that when the luminescent impurities are in very close proximity to each other, they

interact and transfer the excitation energy from one site to another until a defect site is

found and the energy is released non-radiatively.
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One possible way to avoid concentration quenching is by extending the distance

between each luminescent impurity. This may be accomplished by using materials with

large anion constituents, e.g. a molecular anion. An example of an oxide with a

molecular anion is Gd2(WO4)3. This material can be doped with Eu to a concentration of

100% with a negligible decrease in the photoluminescence efficiency [35-37]. Another

way to avoid concentration quenching is to use highly ionic anions, such as a halides

[38]. Because of the nature of the ionic bond, very little interaction occurs between

luminescent centers and the extent of concentration quenching is reduced. Materials

which can be doped with high concentrations of luminescent impurities are termed

"stoichiometric phosphors", due to the fact that the concentration of the luminescent

impurity is no longer a small fraction compared to the anion and cation constituents. Off

course, not all of the luminescent impurity sites are radiatively active. Defects

surrounding a site can still cause non-radiative relaxation. However, any improvements

made with regard to the quality of the material will further increase the efficiency of the

phosphor.

Table 3.12 identifies several possible stoichiometric oxide phosphor material

candidates. Several stoichiometric halides material are also listed in Table 3.12. More

candidates may be found in reference 39.

The use of materials with (W04)-2 or (Mo04)-2 anions offer another interesting

possibility for ACTFEL phosphor applications. Materials with (W04)-2 or (Mo04)-2

anions are known to emit broad-band whitish luminescence [8]. The origin of this

emission is believed to be associated with the (W04)-2 and (Mo04)-2 group. For

example, CaWO4 has been used as an x-ray phosphor for sometime; it also can be excited

by UV radiation. It is not clear whether the transitions that are responsible for x-ray or

UV-induced emission could be excited via hot electrons. If hot electron excitation is

possible, then the stoichiometric materials shown in Table 3.12 could be very efficient

ACTFEL phosphor since the emission would come not only from the high concentration

of cation luminescence impurities but also from anion sites which comprise 50% or more

of the atomic composition of the phosphor.
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Table 3.12. Potential ACTFEL phosphor materials with inhibited
concentration quenching behavior.

Material System Intrinsic Doped with Eu,Tb

X X

X2W06 Y, Lu Y, La, Gd

X2(W04)3 Y, La, Gd, Lu Sc, Y, La, Gd, Lu

X2MoO6 ? ?

X2(Mo04)3 ? Sc, Y, La, Gd, Lu

XBO3 Y, Gd

Other Materials System

EuMgF4 YBO3:Eu La2GeO5:Eu

Sr1375Eu025MgF4 GdB03:Eu Gd2Ge05:Eu

3.3.7. Sulfides

Sulfides have been used extensively for ACTFEL phosphor applications. In fact,

all commercial ACTFEL phosphors are currently sulfides.

Almost all of the possible binary sulfide materials have been explored. The most

efficient binary sulfides have divalent cations originated from group IIA (CaS, SrS, BaS)

or group IIB (ZnS, CdS). Binary sulfides with trivalent cations do not have sufficiently

large bandgaps for ACTFEL applications.

To broaden the number of choices available, ternary sulfides material should be

explored. Recently, thiogallates phosphors (SrGa2S4, CaGa2S4, or SrxCai,Ga2S4) have

been introduced as a potential blue emitting phosphors for ACTFEL applications [2,40].

Listed on Table 3.13 are new X2SiS4 and X2Si2S5 system where X stands for group II

elements, such as Sr or Ba.. This phosphor shows intense bluish-green
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photoluminescence [41,42]. It has also been explored for used as cathodoluminescent

phosphors.

Table 3.13. Potential sulfur-based novel phosphor.

X2SiS4 X2Si2S5

Ba2SiS4:Ce Ba2Si2S5:Ce

Ba2SiS4:Eu BaSi2S5:Eu

Sr2SiS4:Eu SrSi2S5:Eu

3.4. Summary

In this chapter, the basic materials science of an ACTFEL phosphor host material

and luminescent impurities is presented. Ce, Tb, and Eu are selected as the luminescent

impurities for exploration of novel ACTFEL phosphors because their luminescence

colors are predictable, even when they are used in different phosphor host.

Several distinct classes of phosphor materials are proposed: nitrides, oxynitrides,

oxide, sulfides, and a special class of inhibited quenching materials. Of these phosphor

materials systems proposed, oxides offer the most abundant choices.

In Chapter 5, some of the proposed phosphor materials are developed, ACTFEL

devices are built using these phosphors, and then the devices are tested for

electroluminescence. However, before these novel phosphor materials could be

evaluated, a better quality insulator was needed. In Chapter 4, a discussion of the

development of several high-quality insulators is presented.
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Chapter 4
INSULATOR DEVELOPMENT

In Chapter 3, novel ACTFEL phosphor materials are proposed. To test these new

phosphors, a high quality insulator material is needed. The standard SiOxNy insulator

cannot be used because its dielectric constant is too low. This chapter presents the

development of the high quality insulators for evaluating the new phosphors. The chapter

begins with a discussion of the materials science relevant to the insulator development.

Then, the development of the insulator materials is presented.

4.1. Introduction

In order to assess the electroluminescent properties of a phosphor, charges must

be injected into the phosphor conduction band. For the standard ZnS phosphor ACTFEL

device, the source of the injected charge are interface traps located at phosphor insulator

interfaces. The depth of these interface traps is about 1 eV from the phosphor conduction

band edge. The density of these traps is about 1012 - 1013 eV-1 cm-2.

In general, the interface state depth is related to the bandgap of the material. The

wider the bandgap, the deeper is the interface state. Most of the new phosphor materials

proposed in Chapter 3 have very large bandgaps (. 4 eV). It is very likely that the

interface states of the new phosphors are located much deeper than 1 eV. In order to

inject electrons from these deep traps, very large phosphor electric fields are required.

Achieving a large phosphor electric field can be done by employing high dielectric

constant insulators. For this reason, initial research is focused on the deposition of high

dielectric constant insulators. In the next section, other desired insulator properties are

discussed.
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4.2. Desired Insulator Properties

The insulator properties most relevant for an ACTFEL device application are the

bandgap, the dielectric constant, and the breakdown field. To a large extent, the required

insulator properties depend on the phosphor material being used. For example, the

insulator bandgap should be larger than the phosphor bandgap, so the insulator can act as

barrier to prevent hot electron from reaching the electrodes. How large should the

insulator bandgap be in order to confine hot electrons to the phosphor layer? This is a

difficult issue to address because the nature of the hot electron distribution is not known

for a new phosphor material. This is an example of how the nature of the phosphor

affects the required insulator properties.

Some required insulator properties are independent of the phosphor used. For

example, the lower limit of the bandgap can be estimated from optical requirements.

Since the insulator must allow the generated light to pass to the viewer, it must have a

bandgap larger than the highest photon energy visible to the human eye, which is about 3

eV (X 400 nm).

Another important optical property is the refractive index. It is estimated [43] that

in standard ZnS:Mn phosphor devices with SiOXNY insulators, only 15% of the light

generated in the phosphor is actually out-coupled to the viewer. The rest of the light is

guided by the phosphor layer to the edge of the film. This waveguiding phenomena is

due to the refractive index mismatch between the phosphor and the insulator (i.e. the

phosphor refractive index being higher than the insulator). In order to avoid

waveguiding, the refractive index of the insulator should match that of the phosphor.

Other methods to enhance out-coupling includes the use of a rough outcoupling layer and

the use of a variable index of refraction insulator material [43]. In general, it is difficult

to enhance the optical out-coupling by engineering the refractive index of the insulator

only, because, there is also a refractive index mismatch between the insulator and the

transparent electrode, which could cause the transparent electrode to act as a waveguide.

It is desirable to have an insulator with a large dielectric constant so that the

capacitance of the insulator is large. A large insulator capacitance increases the voltage
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drop across the phosphor, thus increasing the magnitude of the electric field in the

phosphor. A large phosphor field is required for the emission of deep interface traps into

the phosphor conduction band. A large phosphor field also enhances the kinetic energy

of the injected electrons as they are transported across the phosphor. A large insulator

capacitance also reduces the operating ACTFEL voltage, so that the electronic driver

requirements would be less stringent. However, ACTFEL devices with large insulator

capacitance would consume more power and require larger operating currents, especially

when the device is turned on. Fortunately, for preliminary development of novel

ACTFEL phosphors, power consumption and high current drive are not issues of primary

importance.

Another important insulator property is the breakdown field. ACTFEL device

reliability depends directly on the magnitude of the insulator breakdown field. The larger

the breakdown field, the larger the applied voltage the device can withstand and the more

reliable the device.

All of these insulator properties contribute to the performance of an ACTFEL

device. However, from electronics point-of-view, the dielectric constant and the

breakdown field are the most important ones. Usually, the bandgap of the insulator

correlates with the breakdown field. The larger the bandgap of a material, the larger the

breakdown field. Unfortunately, high dielectric constant materials tends to have low

bandgaps and, hence, low breakdown fields. Thus, a compromise between large

dielectric constant and large breakdown field must be made.

4.3. Materials Tested

Several insulator materials that have been used as ACTFEL insulators are listed in

Table 4.1 [44,45]. These material are amorphous and have relatively low dielectric

constants. SiOxNy is probably the most commonly used material for standard ACTFEL

devices. One way of increasing the dielectric constant, while maintaining a large

breakdown field is to use alternating layers of one material with a large breakdown field
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and another material with a high dielectric constant (e.g. A12031TiO2 and Ta2O5ITiO2).

However, even these improved insulators do not have sufficiently high dielectric constant

for use in the exploration of novel phosphor materials.

For research in novel phosphor materials, several high dielectric constant material

are evaluated: SrTiO3, PbZrxTiy03, and Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3. These materials have been

shown to have high dielectric constants and large breakdown fields [46]. The details of

the development of these materials are presented in the following sections.

Table 4.1. Materials commonly used as insulators for ACTFEL devices.

Material Er Eibd [MV/cm]

SiO2 4 6-7

SiOxNy 4-7 7

Si3N4 7 3-5

A1203 8 5

Y203 12 3-5

Ta205 20 1.5-3

BaTa2O6 22 3.5

A12031TiO2 15 3

Ta2O5ITiO2 20 7

a:BaTiO3 14 3.3

4.3.1. SrTiO3

SrTiO3 films are deposited by RF-magnetron sputtering. The system

configuration is described in detail elsewhere [47]. The targets are purchased from
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Target Materials, Inc. The target size is two inches in diameter and one eighth inch thick.

The purity is specified to be 99.9% or better. The target is clamped to a backing plate

which is water cooled. Silver-filled vacuum grease is used to provide thermal contact

between the target and the backing plate.

The processing conditions are as follows: 100 sccm Ar, 5 sccm N20, 80 watts RF

power, 20 mTorr pressure. When the thin-film is deposited without in-situ heating, it has

a dielectric constant of 20-25. The breakdown field is about 1 MV/cm.

When the thin-film is deposited at 400 °C, it exhibits a large leakage current at

very low electric fields. Due to this large leakage current, the breakdown field is also

very low. The measured dielectric constant is about 140. This is a good indication that

the film crystallinity improves when the thin-film is deposited at 400 °C. The large

leakage current may be related to the deposition temperature. It is probable that

interdiffusion occurs between the ITO and SrTiO3 during the high temperature

deposition. This interdiffusion may have been enhanced by the presence of grain

boundaries produced by the high temperature deposition. The net result is that a large

leakage current is observed.

The SrTiO3 deposition rate is 1600 A/hour, which is too slow for practical use. It

is found that the deposition rate is independent of the substrate temperature. This low

deposition rate also exacerbates the interdiffusion problem. With a longer deposition

time more interdiffusion occurs between ITO and SrTiO3.

At present SrTiO3 is not suitable for use as an ACTFEL insulator. The primary

reasons for its unsuitability is the large leakage current and the slow deposition rate.

Perhaps these problems could be overcome through the use of a barrier layer between the

ITO and the SrTiO3.

4.3.2. PbZro.52Tio.4803 (PZT)

The PZT target is purchased from Target Material, Inc. The target size is two

inches in diameter by one eighth inch thick. The target composition used is x = 0.52, y =
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0.48, which is expected to yield the highest dielectric constant possible using this material

[48-49]. The target material purity is better than 99.9%.

The deposition conditions are as follows: 80 sccm 02, 22 mTorr pressure, 70

watts RF power, and about 300 °C deposition temperature. Similar to SrTiO3, the

deposition rate of PZT is also very slow, i.e. 1300 A/hour.

The PZT film is transparent after deposition, indicating that the material has a

large bandgap. However, after rapid thermal annealing at 650 °C, the film becomes

translucent or milky in color. The annealing process may increase the polycrystalline

grains to a size which is comparable to the wavelength of visible light. Therefore, visible

ambient light is scattered and gives the appearance of a milky color to the film.

The PZT film is leaky after rapid thermal annealing at 650 °C. The leakage

current is so large that the dielectric constant cannot be measured. Attempts were made

to reduce the leakage current by changing the deposition process, but these effort failed.

It appears that the leakage is caused by the rapid annealing process.

A literature search indicates that PZT has been used in thin-film form for

electronic application. However, annealing of PZT is usually performed slowly in

furnaces at temperatures of about 500 °C. Rapid thermal annealing has been successfully

employed only on PZT thin-films deposited using a spin-on method [48]. For ACTFEL

device applications, rapid thermal annealing is needed because the phosphor layer has to

be annealed at a high temperature for a short time. The glass substrate cannot sustain

prolong exposure to a temperature of more than 600 °C. Moreover, prolonged exposure

causes reaction between the insulator and the ITO.

4.3.3. Ba,35Sr05TiO3 (BST)

Several research groups have reported good results with Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3 thin-

films. BST is also being considered for use as a storage capacitor material in DRAM

memories [50].
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The targets are purchased from Target Material, Inc. The target size is three

inches in diameter and a quarter inch thick. The purity is greater than 99.9%. The three

inch magnetron gun does not have a clamping mechanism to hold a three inch target. So,

this target is ordered with the target bonded to the backing plate. The bonded target is

much more costly, but it provides better heat transfer between the target and the cooling

water, which reduce the risk of target cracking due to insufficient cooling.

The deposition conditions are as follows: 100 sccm Ar, 2 sccm 02, 20 mTorr

pressure, 80 watts RF power, and 300 °C substrate temperature.

The deposition rate is about 1600 A/hour, which is too slow to be useful.

However, the quality of the insulator is good: the dielectric constant is 100 and the

breakdown field is 2.5 MV/cm.

Deposition without oxygen improves the deposition rate to 2400 A/hour but

reduces the breakdown field to 1 MV/cm. Fortunately, rapid thermal annealing at 700 °C

for 30 seconds in an oxygen ambient increases the dielectric constant to 250.

Because BST thin-film can be deposited at a reasonable rate with good quality,

BST is chosen for use in novel ACTFEL phosphor research.

4.4. Summary

The main problems encountered in the development of appropriate ACTFEL

insulators is the slow deposition rate and the large leakage current of high dielectric

constant insulators. Compounding these problems are the high in-situ deposition

temperature required to deposit a high dielectric constant insulator. The RF-magnetron

sputtering system is not designed to be operated at high temperatures for a long period of

time. Moreover, prolonged high temperature processing enhances reactions between ITO

and the insulator which leads to a leaky insulator. Perhaps the use of other deposition

technologies, e.g. CVD, would solve some of these problems and would provide a wider

range of materials selection.
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Out of the three materials explored, Ba05Sr05TiO3 (BST) is chosen for us in the

exploration of novel phosphor materials. The best quality BST thin-film insulator is

obtained when the film is deposited at 300 °C without oxygen and is then annealed at 700

°C in an oxygen ambient for 30 seconds. The properties of the optimized BST thin-films

are either Ei = 100, Eibd = 2.5 MV/cm when BST is deposited in the presence of oxygen

or ci = 250, Eibd = 1 MV/cm when BST is deposited with no oxygen flow.
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Chapter 5
PHOSPHOR DEVELOPMENT

In Chapter 3, several novel ACTFEL phosphors are proposed. In order to assess

the potential of these new phosphors, ACTFEL devices must be built and tested using

the new phosphor. In this chapter, novel phosphor development and ACTFEL device

fabrication issues are discussed. The first section discusses the phosphor sputter target

preparation. Then the initial approach used in the development of novel phosphor

materials is presented. Problems encountered in the initial attempts to build functional

ACTFEL devices using new phosphor materials are then discussed and analyzed. At the

end of this chapter, solutions to the problems encountered in the ACTFEL phosphor

development program are presented.

5.1. Target Fabrication

A sputter target for standard phosphor materials, e.g. ZnS:Mn, could be purchased

from a commercial target vendor. For novel phosphors, sputter targets must be specially

ordered from a target vendor, which is expensive and time consuming. Very often,

commercial target vendors are unable to supply sputter targets of novel phosphors due to

a lack of experience with these new materials. Therefore, it is preferred, and sometimes

necessary, to have the sputter target made in-house so that novel phosphor development

could be expedited in a cost-effective manner.

In general, the sputter target is made by either a hot press method or a cold press

and sintering method. The hot press method is complicated. The powder material is

placed in a mold and pressed into a target in a vacuum or in an inert ambient at high

temperature. The mold should be non-contaminating and capable of withstanding high

temperature and stress. All of the parts, i.e. the mold, the press, the vacuum or inert

ambient, and heater, are expensive and difficult to maintain.
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The cold press method is much simpler. It requires a standard low temperature

mold, a hydraulic press, and a furnace for sintering. The powder material is mixed and

pressed into a "green target", i.e. the unsintered target. The green target is then sintered at

high temperature in order to densify it. Typically, the green target is sintered at three-

quarters the melting point temperature of the target material. For some volatile materials,

the sintering must be done in an inert or in a vacuum furnace to prevent reaction with air.

The sintered target is a hard and handleable target.

The problem with the cold press method is that the green target is fragile and

difficult to handle. Often, the green target breaks or crumbles when the target is

transferred from the mold to the sintering furnace. This problem is more severe for

refractory metal, nitride, or oxide powders due to the hardness of the powder particles,

which makes it difficult to press into an adherent target.

For oxide targets, the robustness of the green target can be improved by the

addition of a poly-vinyl-alcohol solution (PVA). The PVA temporarily binds the powder

particles together to form a handleable green target. Then, the green target can be

transferred to the annealing furnace. During the sintering process, the PVA evolves out

of the target, and the target is densified. For nitride or metallic targets, PVA cannot be

used because of reactions between metals and nitrides with oxygen in the PVA. For these

kinds of targets, the use of In backing foil may increase the robustness of the green target.

However, the low melting point of In metal precludes its use during the sintering process.

Ceramic targets often crack during the deposition process. The exact cause of the

cracking is not clear. Metallic targets do not exhibit the cracking problem. One possible

explanation for these cracking trends is that the poor thermal conductivity of the ceramic

material causes the target to crack during deposition. For magnetron sputtering, the target

temperature increases non-uniformly across the target during sputtering. This thermal

gradient could enhance the target's internal stress and thus cause it to crack. To prevent a

new ceramic target from cracking, the virgin target should be pre-conditioned before

regular usage. One commercial vendor suggests that a new ceramic target should be

preconditioned by initially operating the target at a low power density and then increasing

the power density at rate of 10 Watt/hour/inch2 up to the desired operating power.
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All of the novel phosphor materials explored are deposited using a sputtering

target fabricated by the cold press and sintering method. Nevertheless, the utility of the

cold press method is limited since there are materials that cannot be explored because of

the impossibility of fabricating a sputtering target using the cold press method.

5.2. Phosphor Materials Development

Initially, the novel phosphor is deposited onto a Si wafer in order to characterize

the deposition rate using an ellipsometer to measure the thickness of the deposited thin-

film. The sample is then broken up into several pieces for annealing experiments. Each

piece is annealed at a different temperature using rapid thermal annealing (RTA).

Photoluminescence (PL) is then undertaken, using short-wavelength UV excitation from

a hand-help UV lamp. Generally, it is difficult to observe PL from the deposited thin-

film on a glass substrate due to background emission from the glass. In contrast, silicon

wafers do not posses any background PL. Therefore, the PL from a thin-film deposited

on a silicon wafer substrate can be clearly observed.

Phosphor materials that exhibit PL after low temperature anneals (< 740 °C) are

then deposited onto a glass substrate and are visually checked for transparency. Very

often, the deposited thin-film looks dark, even though the bandgap of the material is

large. This dark color of the thin-film is due to the absorption of visible light associated

with defects within the bandgap, e.g. absorption due to bandtail states, trap-to-band, or

band-to-trap excitation. Usually, a post-deposition annealing treatment reduces the defect

density and increases the transparency of the deposited thin-film. For oxide materials, the

darkness is usually caused by an oxygen deficiency in the-thin film.

After a PL-active, transparent thin-film has been successfully deposited, an

ACTFEL device is fabricated using the transparent thin-film as the phosphor layer. Most

often, the ACTFEL device is fabricated using a single insulator layer, which minimizes

the fabrication time. Typically, the insulator used is 0.25 p.m thick BST, and the

phosphor is 0.5 gm thick. The phosphor and the insulator are annealed simultaneously at
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700 °C for 30 seconds in a pure 02 ambient. If a non-oxide phosphor is used, then the

phosphor is annealed at 700 °C for 30 seconds in a N2 ambient. Finally, aluminum dots

are deposited as the top electrode and the ACTFEL device is ready for electrical testing.

To determine whether charge injection occurs, a simple Sawyer-Tower circuit

configuration is sufficient. If measurable charge injection occurs, the ACTFEL device is

visually observed in a dark room at voltages above threshold for any sign of

electroluminescence.

Table 5.1 shows a compilation of the novel phosphor materials investigated.

These materials are selected based upon the considerations given in Chapter 3. Most of

the materials listed are explored because a sputtering target could be made in- house. The

atomic concentration of the luminescent impurity in the target is about one percent for all

of the materials investigated. The chemical formulas listed in Table 5.1 represent the

desired chemical stoichiometry and phase. No chemical characterization is performed to

determine the actual chemical composition. Table 5.1 also shows the deposition

Table 5.1. Novel phosphor materials explored.

Material Ar/N2

sccm

Ar/02
sccm

Pressure

mTorr

Power

Watts

Temp.

°C

Rate

A/hr

1n2(Mo04)3:Tb 100/18 20 70 300 5000

La2(Mo04)3:Tb 100/10 20 50 300

MgW04 100/10 20 50 300 6000

Y203W03 100/0.5 20 50 300 1470

1n2(W04)3:Eu 100/10 20 50 300 4400

(Mg0.2Zno.8)SiN2:EuF3 80/20 20 50 300 2900

ZnSiN2:EuF3 80/20 20 50 300 2500

Ba2SiS4:Ce02 100 20 40 300 4580

InBO3:Tb 100 40 60 300 5600
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conditions for each material and the deposition rate of the thin-film. A discussion of each

of these materials is presented below.

5.2.1. In2(Mo04)3:Tb

One reason for selecting In2(Mo04)3 is because a target can be easily made using

the cold press method. Stoichiometric amounts of In, Mo, and Tb407 powders are mixed

and then pressed into a green target. The In powder is soft and acts as a binder for the Mo

and Tb407 powders.

In2(Mo04)3 is a material similar to Y2(Mo04)3. When excited using short

wavelength UV light, Y2(Mo04)3 has been shown to exhibit very little concentration

quenching, particularly when Eu and Tb luminescent impurity are employed. Thus, it is

possible that In2(Mo04)3 may also exhibit reduced concentration quenching.

The deposition rate of In2(Mo04)3 is about 5000 A/hour, which is very high

compare to other oxide materials. The deposited film is transparent and smooth. An

In2(Mo04)3 sample that is not annealed does not show PL, even when an in-situ

deposition temperature of 300 °C is used. However, the deposited thin-film shows green

PL after it is annealed at temperatures greater than 500 °C for one minute in air.

Visually, the PL increases only slightly when the annealing temperature increases from

600 °C to 800 °C.

An ACTFEL device is fabricated using In2(Mo04)3:Tb as the phosphor layer to

check its electroluminescent properties. A single insulator structure is used with 2500 A

of BST and 5000 A of In2(Mo04)3:Tb. After the phosphor deposition, the thin-film is

annealed at 700 °C for 30 seconds in air.

The In2(Mo04)3 ACTFEL device does not show any electroluminescence. No

charge injection is observed. The device is robust and does not show any sign of burn-

out up to the maximum output of the high voltage amplifier of about 280 V. A possible

problem with the device is that the threshold voltage may be larger than 280 V.

Therefore, to reduce the threshold voltage, an ACTFEL device with a thinner phosphor
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layer is fabricated. The new ACTFEL device, with a phosphor thickness of 3750 A,

burns out; no sign of charge transfer or electroluminescence are observed.

5.2.2. La2(Mo04)3:Tb

The powder material used to fabricate the La2(Mo04)3:Tb sputtering target is

made by pre-reacting La203 with MoO3 and Tb407 powders. Then the reacted powder is

cold pressed into a sputtering target and sintered at 900 °C for densification. The reacted

powder material, and also the sputtering target, showed very strong PL with a green

color.

The deposited and unannealed thin-film is transparent and smooth, but it does not

show any PL. After annealing, the thin-film shows bright green PL. Unfortunately, the

annealing process causes the thin-film to lose its transparency and it becomes milky. For

this reason, no ACTFEL device is fabricated using La2(Mo04)3:Tb.

5.2.3. MgWO4

The sputtering target is made by cold pressing stoichiometric amounts of Mg and

W metal powders. No luminescence impurity is needed because the emission originate

from (vvo4)-2. Indium backing foil is used to make a handleable sputtering target.

The thin-films deposited at a substrate temperature of 400 °C do not show any PL.

The thin-film shows bright white PL after being annealed at a temperature greater than

600 °C.

An ACTFEL device is fabricated using MgWO4 as the phosphor layer. Electrical

measurements indicate that the device is very leaky and burns out easily. Due to the

leaky nature of this device, the charge transfer properties of thin-film could not be

determined. Also, no electroluminescence is observed. It is found that MgWO4 is very

leaky when it is deposited onto an ITO substrate and the electrical properties are
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measured in an MIM capacitor structure. Therefore, until the current leakage problem is

solved, this material is not suitable for ACTFEL device applications.

5.2.4. Y203W03

The powder Y203-W03 material used for the sputtering target is made bypre-

reacting stoichiometric amounts of Y203 and WO3 powders. The powder is pressed with

a PVA binder and is then sintered at 1000 °C for 2 hours for densification. The reacted

powder and target show very strong white PL.

Similar to MgWO4, no intentional luminescent impurity is added to the powder

material. The luminescence originates from the W ions [8]. Therefore, this material can

also be classified as stoichiometric a phosphor.

The Y203-W03 thin-film deposited at a substrate temperature of 300 °C does not

show any PL. However, upon annealing at 600 °C, it shows very strong white PL. An

ACTFEL device fabricated using Y203-W03 as a phosphor layer does not show any

electroluminescence. No conduction is observed for applied voltages up to 280 V, where

the device begins to burn out.

5.2.5. In2(W04)3:Eu203

The In2(W04)3:Eu203 target material is fabricated by cold pressing

stoichiometric amounts of In, W, and Eu203 powders. This powder mixture is easily

pressed into a target because the In is a soft and malleable material; no In backing foil is
necessary.

The thin-film deposited at a substrate temperature of 300 °C shows red

luminescence. The thin-film is smooth, even after being annealed at 800 °C.

ACTFEL devices fabricated using In2(W04)3:Eu203 are leaky. It is found that,

similar to MgWO4 thin-films, In2(W04)3:Eu203 thin-films are leaky.
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5.2.6. (Mg0 2Zn0 8)SiN2:EuF3

The (Mg0.2Zn0.8)SiN2:EuF3 target is made by cold pressing stoichiometric

amounts of Mg, Zn, and EuF3 powder. The Mg and Zn powder materials are soft, so the

target can be pressed with ease and no In backing foil is necessary.

The deposited thin-film is transparent and shows PL with a white color. A thin-

film annealed in a N2 ambient for 30 seconds at 600 °C shows brighter white PL. The

thin-film becomes foggy after it is annealed at 800 °C under the same conditions.

An ACTFEL device is fabricated employing (Mg0.2Zno.8)SiN2:EuF3. Very dim

blue electroluminescence is observed. The amount of charge transfer is negligible.

5.2.7. ZnSiN2:EuF3

The ZnSiN2:EuF3 target is made by cold pressing stoichiometric amounts of Zn,

Si3N4, and EuF3 powders. An indium backing foil is used in the target fabrication.

The deposited thin-film is smooth and transparent. The thin-film deposited at

substrate temperature of 300 °C shows white PL. The PL intensity increases when the

thin-film is annealed at 700 °C or higher.

An ACTFEL device is fabricated using ZnSiN2:EuF3 as a phosphor material.

Greenish-white electroluminescence is observed. The amount of charge transfer is very

small. The ACTFEL device bums out at about 240 V. The brightness is too dim for

optical measurement.

5.2.8. InBO3:Tb407

The InBO3:Tb407 target is made by cold pressing stoichiometric amounts of

In203, B203, and Tb407 powders. A PVA binder solution is used to achieve adherence

of the powders. The green target is then annealed at 400 °C for 30 minutes in air. Due to
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the low melting point of B2O3, even a 400 °C annealing produced very hard and robust

sputtering targets.

The deposited thin-film shows good transparency. No PL is observed, even after

the film is annealed at 1200 °C in an oxygen atmosphere.

An ACTFEL device is fabricated using an InB03:Tb407 phosphor. The ACTFEL

device does not show any sign of charge transfer. It does not burn out, even with an

applied voltage of 290 V.

5.3. Summary of the Problem

Almost all of the ACTFEL devices fabricated using the novel phosphor materials

listed in Table 5.1 either burn out catastrophically or do not show any charge injection up

to the maximum output of the high voltage amplifier. Of all of the ACTFEL devices

built and tested, only those employing a ZnSiN2:EuF3 phosphor show any sign of charge

transfer. However, even in this ACTFEL device, the amount of charge transfer is very

small and the electroluminescence is very dim. Most of the materials tested show strong

PL. However, because there is not a significant amount of charge transfer, the

electroluminescent potential of these materials cannot be determined.

A lack of charge injection was also observed by Tin Nguyen with the ACTFEL

devices he fabricated [51]. His solution to the problem of inadequate charge transfer is to

reduce the phosphor threshold field by lowering the bandgap of the material.

Unfortunately, this method is only applicable to a few materials systems in which the

bandgap can be engineered by varying the composition of the phosphor. The bandgaps of

the materials evaluated here are difficult to engineer.

In the next section, this charge injection problem is analyzed in more detail. This

analysis provides important insight into the function of the insulator and suggests several

possible solutions to the problem of inadequate charge transfer.
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5.4. Charge Transfer Analysis

To first order, the electrical properties of an ACTFEL device depend on nine

variables. These nine variables can be categorized into four groups: phosphor variables,

insulator variables, operating voltages, and amplifier limitation variables. These

variables are listed in Table 5.2 along with typical variable values used for a standard

ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device and for a typical oxide ACTFEL device.

Table 5.2. Design variables for an ACTFEL device.

Group Variable ACTFEL Device Units Comment

ZnS Oxide

Phosphor

6P 8.3 20 co Dielectric constant

Epth 1.5 5 [MV/cm] Threshold or clamping field

dp 0.6 0.50 [lim] Thickness

Insulator

Ei 5 ? so Dielectric constant

Etbd 5-6 ? [MV/cm] Breakdown field

di 0.2 0.25 [Pn] Thickness

Operating

Voltages

Vath 180 240 V Threshold applied voltage

Vmaxover 40 40 V Maximum overvoltage

Amplifier Vmaxamp 220 280 V Maximum amplifier output

Given an ACTFEL device with a set of phosphor variables (i.e. Ep, Epth, and dp),

the following two questions need to be answered. What should the insulator variables be

in order for the device to exhibit charge injection? How do the operating voltages and the

amplifier limitation affect the required insulator properties? The analysis provided in

Sections 5.4.2-5.4.4 provides some of the answers to these questions. However, the

phosphor variables, except for the phosphor thickness, are unknown for a new phosphor
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material. Therefore, in the next section, estimates for the phosphor dielectric constant, 9),

and the threshold field, Epth, are presented.

5.4.1. Estimation of the Phosphor Dielectric Constant and Threshold Field

For the novel ACTFEL phosphors listed in Table 5.1, a phosphor dielectric

constant, Ep, of perhaps 20 is an upper limit. It is rare to find dielectric materials with

dielectric constants of greater than 20.

The phosphor threshold field is a function of the trap depth which varies for

different phosphor materials. Usually, the phosphor threshold field is most accurately

determined by characterizing a functional ACTFEL device. To first order, the intrinsic

level, i.e. ' /2Egap, of the material can be used as an estimate of the trap depth. For

ZnS:Mn, with a bandgap of 3.7 eV, this first order estimate yields trap depth of 1.85 eV,

which is much deeper than the 1 eV observed. However, oxide materials are expected

to have deeper trap depths compared to that of sulfur-based materials. Therefore, the trap

depth estimated as the intrinsic energy level should be more accurate when it is applied to

oxide materials.

In order to estimate the phosphor threshold field, the nature of the trap is assumed

to be a discrete interface state located at an energy Et from the conduction band edge. It

is also assumed that the shape of the energy barrier between the interface state and the

conduction band is triangular (Dirac well). The electron emission rate from the trap to

the phosphor conduction is described by [3]

qE 8.7rnEt3/2
4V(2mEt ) 3qhE

en = exp( (5.1)

where h is Plank's constant, q is the electron charge, m is the phosphor electron effective

mass, and Ep is the phosphor field. At threshold, the current density injected from the

trap is

J = qepNit (5.2)
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where Nit is the interface state density. Note that in addition to the phosphor electric

field, the injected current density depends only on the trap depth, the trap density, and the

electron effective mass. For a ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device, the electron effective mass is

0.3mo, where mo is the electron rest mass, the trap depth is 1 eV, and the interface state

density is 1x1013 eV-2 cm-2. This yield a typical current density of 1-5 mA/cm2 [4].

For estimation purposes, the phosphor threshold field is defined as the phosphor

field at which the injected current density reaches 1 mA/cm2. Using this definition, the

threshold phosphor electric field can be found for a given trap depth by simultaneously

solving Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2 using an iterative method.

I i I

0.5 1.0 1.5

E [eV]
2.0 3.0

Figure 5.1. The phosphor threshold field as a function of the interface trap depth with
effective mass as a parameter.
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Figure 5.1 shows the phosphor threshold field as a function of the trap depth with

effective mass as a parameter. These plots clearly show that the phosphor threshold field

increases as the trap depth increases. ZnS:Mn ACTFEL phosphors have a trap depth of

1 eV. The corresponding estimated phosphor threshold field from Fig. 5.1 is 1

MV/cm, which is less than the measured value of 1.5-2.0 MV/cm. For the oxide

phosphor materials presented in Chapter 3, the bandgaps are greater than 4 eV. Thus,

the trap depth estimated as the intrinsic energy level is greater than 2 eV. For a trap

depth greater than 2 eV, Fig. 5.1 shows that threshold phosphor field is 3 MV/cm when

the effective mass is 0.3mo.

The effect of the effective mass on the phosphor threshold field is important when

the interface trap is deep. Normally, oxide materials possess larger electron effective

masses than that of sulfides. If an electron effective mass of 0.5mo is used, Fig. 5.1

shows that the threshold phosphor field could reach as high as 4 MV/cm for a trap depth

of 2 eV.

The plots shown on Fig. 5.1 are obtained by assuming an interface state density,

Nit, of 1x1013 eV-2 cm-2. Oxide materials are expected to have smaller interface state

densities. If Nit = 1 x1011 eV-2 cm-2 is used, the phosphor threshold field could reach as

high as 5 MV/cm. Considering that there is evidence that the cathode field of some

sulfur-based ACTFEL materials may be as large as 4 MV/cm [52,53], an oxide

phosphor threshold field of 5 MV/cm appears to be a reasonable estimate of how large

the phosphor field needs to be to obtain efficient injection from a deep interface state.

Therefore, the phosphor variables of ep = 20 and Epth = 5 MV/cm seem to be a reasonable

estimates for the novel phosphors discussed in Section 5.2. Next, the minimum insulator

variables required in order for an ACTFEL device to have charge injection are analyzed.

5.4.2. Insulator Limitation

The minimum required ACTFEL insulator material properties depends on the

given phosphor material properties (i.e. E and Epth). This dependency is described by
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the electrostatic boundary condition,

ciEith = CpEpth (5.3)

where Eith is the insulator threshold field when the phosphor electric field reaches its

threshold value. Note that Eq. 5.3 arises from the electrostatic boundary condition at the

dielectric interfaces and asserts that the dielectric displacement across a dielectric

interface is discontinuous by the amount of charge density present at the interface.

However, the interface charge density is neglected in Eq. 5.3 since this equation is to be

used to determine the threshold properties of the ACTFEL device; presumably the
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Figure 5.2. A plot of the insulator field at the onset of phosphor breakdown, Eith , for di =
0.25 p.m and dp = 0.5 gm. The conditions for each lines are: (a) 93 = 20, Epth = 5

MV/cm, (b) El) = 20, Epth = 3 MV/cm, (c) cp = 10, Epth = 5 MV/cm, and
(d) cp = 10, Epth = 3 MV/cm.
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interface charge density is negligible, or at least small, at threshold. Note that the

minimum required insulator breakdown field is independent of the insulator or the

phosphor layer thickness. If Eibd < Eith , the insulator cannot be used in conjunction with

that particular phosphor, regardless of the insulator or the phosphor layer thickness.

Figure 5.2 shows a plot of Eith versus Ej arising from Eq. 5.3 on a log-log plot.

For each phosphor material defined by parameters Ep and Epth, the plot is a straight line

with unity slope. Insulator materials with properties which lie to the left of a line defined

by a given phosphor are not usable for that particular phosphor material; only regions of

Eith-Ei plane to the right of a line (defined by a given phosphor) define where an insulator

material is usable.

Note that insulators with very small Eith's may be employed as ACTFEL

insulators if the insulator possesses a large dielectric constant. However, it is important

to note that the lines shown in Fig. 5.2 define only the minimum required insulator

properties. Eibd should be larger than the minimum value implied by the Eith-ci curve.

Additionally, the value of Eibd required for ACTFEL device applications depends on the

operating voltage requirement, i.e. the threshold applied voltage, Vath, and the

overvoltage, Vover, which is the applied voltage in excess of the threshold voltage, as

discussed next.

5.4.3. Operating Voltage Limitations

Given an ACTFEL device with a set of phosphor and insulator variables (i.e. sp,

Epth, dp, and di) and a set of desired operating voltages (i.e. Vath and V how domaxover),

the operating voltages set limits on the required insulator properties (i.e. Ei and Eibd)? To

answer this question, equations relating these operating voltages to the phosphor and

insulator variables are needed.

In order to obtain relationship between the threshold applied voltage and the

phosphor and insulator variables, an initial condition in which there is no polarization

charge at the interface is assumed. An ideal field-clamping case is also assumed in which
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the phosphor electric field remains constant at Epth whenever injection occurs. At the

threshold for injection, the applied voltage, Vath , is divided between the insulator and the

phosphor according to

Vath = Vith Vpth (5.4)

where Vpth and Vith are the phosphor and the insulator field at threshold, respectively.

Assuming a uniform field across the phosphor, Vpth can be calculated as

Vpth = dpEpth (5.5)

Since there is no polarization charge, Vith can be calculated, assuming a uniform field in

the insulator and assuming that Eq. 5.3 holds, as follows,

cpdi
Vith = Epth

Ei
(5.6)

By combining Eq. 5.5 and Eq. 5.6, Vath is obtained to be

Vath + dr)) Epth. (5.7)
Ei

The brightness of an ACTFEL device is determined by the amount of overvoltage,

Vover, that is applied in excess to the threshold voltage, Vath. The overvoltage is dropped

only across the insulator, since it is assumed that above threshold the phosphor voltage is

clamped at threshold, Vpth. Therefore, the relationship between the maximum

overvoltage, Vmaxover and the phosphor and insulator variables is

E
Vmaxover = d (E ibd E ith ) = di (E ibd Epth)n

Ei

This insulator-limited overvoltage arises due to the finite breakdown field of the

insulator. At voltages above this maximum overvoltage, the insulator breaks down and

the ACTFEL device catastrophically burns out. For commercial displays, the overvoltage

is about 40 V. To minimize potential burn out problems, the ACTFEL device should be

designed with Vmaxover larger than 40 V. Note that Eq. 5.8 with Vmaxover set to zero is

equivalent to Eq. 5.3.

To see the effect of Vmaxover on Eibd, Eq. 5.8 is cast into a slightly different form,

(5.8)
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From Eq. 5.9, Eibd can be found for a particular phosphor material by setting Vmaxover to

a desired value. Figure 5.3 shows a plot of Eith, Eibdo , and Vath as the function of Ei,

where Eibdo refers to the required Eibd necessary to obtain a Vmaxover of 40 V. The

simulation parameters have been chosen to reflect the properties of the ACTFEL devices

built, as accurately as possible. The important features of this graph are discussed as

follows.

100 400

Figure 5.3. The effect of Vmaxover on the required insulator breakdown voltage. The
calculation parameters are Vmaxover = 40 V, di = 0.25 pm, Ep = 20, dp = 0.5 pm,

and Epth = 5 MV/cm.
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First, Fig. 5.3 clearly shows that for a set of phosphor properties, Eith is always

smaller than Eibdo Again, Eith refers the insulator field at the onset of conduction (this

is the minimum Eibd), and Eibdo refers to the required Eibd necessary to obtain a

Vmaxover of 40 V.

Second, unlike the plot of Eith which continuously decreases as Ei increases,

Eibdo saturates for ci 1000. In fact, for Ei 1000, Eibdo exceeds Eith by an order of

magnitude. This arises because as si becomes large, the second term of Eq. 5.9 become

very small, and Eibd saturates to Vmaxover /di (1.6 MV/cm). A large Eibdo is undesirable

because insulators with a large Eibd are difficult to obtain. For a large c1, Vath also

saturates; this is a consequence of the fact that as si becomes very large, the first term of

Eq. 5.7 reduces to zero and Vath approaches dpEpth (i.e. 250 V for the case shown in Fig.

5.3).

The preceding analysis indicates that for a large value of Ei , Vath depends only on

the dp, Epth product and Vmaxover depends only on the di, Eibd product. As E; decreases,

Vath increases and Vmaxover decreases. Therefore, the lower limit of Vath and the upper

limit of Vmaxover are described by

Vath > d pE pth and Vmaxover < diEibd (5.10)

Third, as is also shown in Fig. 5.3, Vath becomes very large ass; decreases. In

fact, below si 70, Vath becomes larger than the maximum output voltage of the

amplifier. In the next section, the effect of the amplifier output limitation on the

operating voltages are analyzed.

Note that the BST insulator employed for the ACTFEL device (with Ei = 100,

Eibd = 2.5 MV/cm or ci = 250, Eibd = 1 MV/cm) falls on the region bounded by the Eith

and Eibdo lines. As shown in the next section, if the amplifier output limitation is taken

into account, the BST insulator properties may lie very close to the Eith line. In the

worst case, the BST insulator properties may not be sufficiently high to ensure charge

injection into the phosphor layer.
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5.4.4. Amplifier Output Limitations

Theoretically, as long as Ei Eibd > EpEpth , ACTFEL devices with any Vmaxover

can always be designed, provided that no restrictions are placed on Vath and di . In

practice, Vath is limited by the maximum output of the high voltage amplifier and di is

limited by the deposition rate of the insulator.

Presently, the output of the high voltage amplifier at OSU is limited to about 280

V. If an ACTFEL device has a threshold voltage of 250 V, the maximum overvoltage is

only 30 V (i.e. 280 - Vath ) This limitation on Vmaxover is expressed as follows,

Vmaxover = min r Vath dE dEmax amp ath ibd ith (5.11)

where V is the maximum output voltage of the amplifier. The amplifier-limitedmaxamp

overvoltage, Vmaxamp-Vath, arises from the finite output voltage of the amplifier, whereas

the insulator-limited overvoltage, di(Eibd-Eith), arises from the finite insulator breakdown

field.

Figure 5.4 shows plots of Vmaxover with and without the amplifier voltage

limitation. As a result of the large applied threshold voltage required, the amplifier-

limited Vmaxover drops significantly. For example, for Ei = 100, although the actual

insulator-limited Vmaxover is 37.5 V, the amplifier- limited Vmaxover is only 5 V. This

value of Vmaxover is clearly too small, even for an experimental device. Using the BST

insulator (Ei between 100-250), the usable Vmaxover ranges from 5-20 V for the amplifier-

limited case, instead of 37.5-52.5 V for the insulator-limited case. This problem of

having an insufficient overvoltage cannot be solved by simply increasing the insulator

thickness or the breakdown field, because the amplifier is the limitation and not the

insulator. In fact, a thicker insulator increases Vath and reduces the amplifier-limited

Vmaxover even more.

Given all the constraint imposed by the desired operating voltages and the limited

amplifier output, what is the optimal insulator in order to ensure efficient charge injection

into the phosphor layer? The answer to this question is provided in the next section.
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Figure 5.4. The effect of amplifier limitation on Vmaover The calculation parameters
are Ep = 20, dp = 0.5 pm, Epth = 5 MV/cm, di = 0.25 i.tm, and Eibd = 2.5 MV/cm.

5.4.5. Required Insulator Properties

The previous three sections describe the interplay between the insulator

properties, the ACTFEL device operating voltages, and the amplifier-limited output

voltage. In this section, the optimal insulator properties are described.

By solving Eq. 5.7, the minimum insulator dielectric constant, constrained by the

threshold applied voltage, is obtained to be,



Ei =
Vath d
Epth P

d -6
1 p

(5.12)
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By solving Eq. 5.8 the minimum insulator dielectric constant, constrained by the

maximum overvoltage, is obtained to be,

EpEpthel = (5.13)
Vmax over

Eibd
di

The minimum insulator thickness can be obtained by equating Eq. 5.12 to Eq. 5.13,

d = Vath + Vover d p E pth
1 . (5.14)

Eibd

In turn, di obtained from Eq. 5.14 can be used to solve for Ei in either Eq. 5.12 or

Eq. 5.13. Therefore, given a set of dp, cp, Epth, Eihd, Vath and Vmaxover, a unique

insulator thickness can be calculated using Eq. 5.14. This uniqueness arises due to the

boundary condition set by the threshold voltage and the maximum overvoltage.

However, the actual insulator dielectric constant should be larger than the minimum value

implied by Eqs. 5.12-5.13. If a larger dielectric constant is used, the threshold voltage is

reduced and simultaneously the maximum overvoltage is increased.

Table 5.3 shows the minimum required insulator properties for their ACTFEL

device configurations. The first case, a standard ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device configuration,

is presented as a reality check. Generally, a SiOxNy insulator is used, which has a

breakdown field of 5 MV/cm. The thickness obtained from Eq. 5.14 is 0.28 [an, which

is very close to a typical value used. The minimum required insulator dielectric constant
for Eibd = 5 MV/cm is 4.4. SiOxNy usually has dielectric constant of 5, so it is usable

for ZnS:Mn ACTFEL devices. In this example, the threshold voltage is chosen so that

when the applied voltage reaches the maximum amplifier output of 210 V, the device is

operating at 40 V above threshold (170 V + 40 V).

In the second case, the ACTFEL device properties are chosen to represent a

typical oxide-based ACTFEL device with a large phosphor threshold field . For Eibd = 1

MV/cm the required ci is 500 and for Eibd = 2.5 MV/cm the required ci is 200. This result
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Table 5.3. The minimum required insulator properties for various ACTFEL device
configurations.

Device Properties Eibd [MV/cm] di [I-Lrn] ci

Case 1: Standard ZnS:Mn Device

Ep = 8.3, dp = 0.6 gm, Epth = 1.5 MV/cm,

Vath = 170 V, Vmaxover = 60 V

3.0 0.47 7.3

4.0 0.35 5.4

5.0 0.28 4.4

6.0 0.23 3.6

Case 2: Large Threshold Field Device

Et, = 20, dp = 0.5 gm, Epth = 5 MV/cm,

Vath = 260 V, Vmaxover = 40 V

1.0 0.50 500

1.5 0.33 333

2.0 0.25 250

2.5 0.20 200

Case 3: Moderate Threshold Field Device

cp = 20, dp = 0.5 gm, Epth = 3 MV/cm,

Vath = 170 V, Vmaxover = 60 V

1.0 0.80 240

1.5 0.53 160

2.0 0.40 120

2.5 0.32 96

clearly indicates that BST insulators (with Eibd =1 MV/cm, ci = 250 or Eibd = 2.5 MV/cm,

ci = 100) are inadequate for use with an oxide-based ACTFEL device with a large

phosphor threshold field.

The third case included in Table 5.3 represents an ACTFEL device with a

phosphor threshold field of 3 MV/cm. The operating voltages are chosen to reflect

realistic commercial applications. The results offer two usable insulator configuration

alternatives. The first configuration requires an insulator with Eibd = 1 MV/cm, di = 0.8

gm, and Ei = 240, which is readily achieved through the use of a BST insulator deposited

with no oxygen flow and annealed at 700 °C in an oxygen ambient for 30 seconds (Eibd =

1 MV/cm, Ei = 250). The second configuration requires an insulator with Eibd = 2.5

MV/cm, di = 0.32 i_tm, ci = 96, which is readily achieved through the use of a BST

insulator deposited in the presence of oxygen (Eibd = 2.5 MV/cm, ci = 100). Due to the
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low deposition rate of the BST insulator, the second configuration with a thinner insulator

is more attractive. This result suggests that BST insulators should be adequate for use in

ACTFEL devices with phosphor field 3 MV/cm.

All of the results shown in Table 5.3 also indicate that as the insulator breakdown

field is reduced, the required insulator thickness increases. This feature is discussed and

exploited in Section 5.5.2.

5.4.6. Summary of the Charge Transfer Analysis

In summary, the main problem encountered to date with regard to the fabrication

of ACTFEL devices is the lack of charge injection. This problem was anticipated and

was addressed in the development of high quality insulators (i.e. insulators with high

dielectric constant, breakdown voltage products) such as BST, PZT, and SrTiO3.

However, it is found that even the best insulator developed, BST, is not good

enough for ACTFEL applications involving phosphors which possess breakdown fields

as large as 5 MV/cm. The properties of BST obtained in this work are Ei of 100-250 and

Eibd of 1-2.5 MV/cm. Table 5.3 shows that the BST insulator does not have sufficient

quality for a typical ACTFEL application involving a phosphor with a breakdown field of

5 MV/cm. However, the BST insulator properties are sufficient for typical ACTFEL

applications involving phosphors with breakdown fields of 3 MV/cm.

Several possible solutions to the problem of achieving charge injection in a

material with a large breakdown field are offered in the next section.
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5.5. Possible Approaches for Facilitating Charge Injection

Previous workers [51] have approached the problem of charge injection by

lowering the phosphor bandgap, i.e. by altering the composition of the phosphor in a way

in which the bandgap is reduced. Unfortunately, the applicability range of this approach

is limited. Moreover, altering the phosphor composition in order to facilitate charge

injection compounds the complexity of finding and optimizing an efficient phosphor

material. An ideal solution should separate the problem of charge injection from the

problem of finding an efficient phosphor material.

An ideal approach would be to engineer the insulator only. This is the original

approach taken in this thesis and is the primary motivation for the development of high

quality insulators, as presented in Chapter 4. As shown in previous sections, these efforts

failed because the optimal insulator obtained, i.e. BST, does not have a sufficiently high

quality for use with large threshold field phosphor materials such as oxides. The results

presented in Table 5.3 indicate that if a large threshold field phosphor is to be tested, then

the required insulator has properties such as the following: Eibd = 1 MV/cm, ci = 500, and

di= 0.5 pm.

There are various insulators with Ei 500. Most of these materials are

ferroelectrics and are titanates with perovskite structure. An example of this kind of a

insulator system is BaTiO3, which has a bulk dielectric constant of 6000.

Unfortunately, these kinds of insulators are difficult to prepare in thin-film form and the

dielectric properties are very sensitive to annealing conditions. Also, due to the small

bandgap of titanate materials, Eibd is small. A typical value of Eibd for a titanate insulator

is about 0.1-0.5 MV/cm. It appears that thin-film insulators with Ei .?_ 500 and Eibd ?_ 1

MV/cm are extremely difficult to obtain.

Therefore, facilitating charge injection by engineering the thin-film insulator

properties only, does not seems to be realistic. However, the analysis presented in the

preceding sections indicates that thin-film BST insulator may facilitate charge injection if

the BST film is used in conjunction with moderate threshold field (__ 3 MV/cm)
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Figure 5.5. The effect of reducing the phosphor threshold field on the operating voltages.
The calculation parameters are Ep = 20, dp = 0.5 1,1111, di = 0.25 pm,

and Eibd = 2.5 MV/cm.

phosphor material. Moreover, one would also wonder if phosphors with large threshold

fields have any commercial value since they would require large operating voltages.

Equation 5.9 indicates that in the limit of Ei --> CO the threshold voltage of an

ACTFEL device, with a phosphor thickness and threshold field of 0.5 pm and 5 MV/cm,

respectively, is 250 V. However, the maximum output voltage of a commercial

electronic driver is only 210-220 V. Therefore, taking into account the 40 V

overvoltage necessary for brightness modulation, the threshold voltage of a commercially

relevant ACTFEL device should be 200 V. This requirement translates into a phosphor
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threshold field 4 MV/cm, assuming a phosphor thickness of 0.5 um and an insulator

dielectric constant value of infinity.

Figure 5.5 shows the effect of reducing Epth on Vath and Vmaxover. As clearly

shown, by reducing Epth from 5 MV/cm to 4 MV/cm, Vmaxover is increased to an

acceptable level as long as ci is greater than 100. Moreover, a reduction of Epth occurs

concomitantly with a reduction of Vath. This is desirable because the cost of the

electronic amplifier can be reduced. A small Epthwill also allow for the use of an

insulator with a smaller dielectric constant, a smaller threshold voltage, and a larger
overvoltage.

Another method of reducing the applied threshold voltage, Vath, is by reducing

the phosphor thickness, dp. However, reducing dp would cause a reduction in brightness

because the total number of luminescent impurities are reduced.

Therefore, approaches of facilitating charge injection into high threshold field

phosphors can only be successfully accomplished by both improving the insulator

properties and reducing the phosphor threshold field. In the next sections, several

approaches for facilitating charge injection are presented.

5.5.1. Thick Insulators

Equations 5. 9 indicate that by increasing di, Eibd can be reduced. Figure 5.6

shows a plot of Eibd for various insulator thicknesses with Vmaxover set to 40 V. Also

included in this figure is a plot of the minimum insulator breakdown field, Eith. Note that

for all cases, Eibdo is reduced as the insulator thickness is increased. This trend could be

employed in order to overcome difficulties in obtaining high dielectric constant insulators

with large breakdown fields.

Consider the case of an insulator with a large dielectric constant. For Ei = 10,000

and di = 20 um, Eibdo is about 30 KV/cm. Instead, if a 0.25 um thick insulator is used,

Eibdo is about 1.6 MV/cm. The disadvantage of using a thick insulator is the increase in

Vath. Figure 5.7 shows Vath and Vmaxover using a high dielectric constant insulator with
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Figure 5.6. The effect of insulator thickness on the insulator breakdown field for variable
dielectric constant. The solid line refers to Eith, i.e. the minimum insulator breakdown
field. The conditions are Ep = 20, dp = 0.5 gm, Epth = 5 MV/cm, and Vmaxover 40 V.

a thickness of 20 grri, and Eibd = 0.1 MV /cm. The amplifier limitation effect is included

in generating these plots. Fig. 5.7. generating these plots. Figure 5.7 shows that Vath is

too large for a phosphor with Epth = 5 MV/cm. If Epth can be reduced to 4 MV/cm, it is

possible to build a thick insulator ACTFEL device with Vmaxover > 40 V and Vath <

240V provided that Ei > 5000. Again, the advantage of this approach for obtaining charge

injection is that it allows for a reduction in the insulator breakdown field.

Recently, thick insulators have been utilized for the fabrication of ZnS ACTFEL

devices by researchers at Sheritt [54-55]. To obtain a thick, high dielectric constant
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Figure 5.7. The effect of varying the phosphor threshold field, Epth, on the operating
voltages. The calculation parameters are cp = 20, dp = 0.5 gm, di = 20 gm, and Eibd =

0.1 MV/cm.

insulator, screen printing technology is used. This technology allows for the achievement

of insulators with thickness 101.1M. Insulator materials with Ei > 5000 are available

[56]. In general these materials have Eibd 0.1 MV/cm, which is the value used to

generate

The thick insulator film is deposited onto an opaque A1203 ceramic substrate.

Unlike a glass substrate, the A1203 substrate offers the capability of withstanding high

temperature annealing for extended periods of time. The source material for screen

printing the thick insulator is in a paste form which contains an organic solvent and a
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binder. First, the bottom electrode, usually Au, is printed onto the ceramic substrate and

is annealed to remove the organic solvent. Next, the insulator is printed and annealed at a

temperature of 800 °C to further remove the organic binder and to form the high

dielectric constant insulator. Subsequently, the phosphor layer and the transparent

electrode are deposited using thin-film deposition technology. Unfortunately, the

conventional screen printing approach produces films with very rough and porous

surfaces. It is difficult to deposit continuos phosphor thin-films on a rough and porous

surface. Sherritt researchers do not disclose how do they overcame this problem of

surface texture inherent in the use of screen printing technology. Apparently, they are

able to planarize their thick-film dielectric in such a way that the surface is smooth

enough for successful deposition of high quality thin-film phosphor layers and yet the

surface is sufficiently textured to allow for very efficient outcoupling of light.

At present, there is no facility at OSU to perform screen printing. To test the

viability of using thick-film insulator technology as a means for testing novel phosphors

with large phosphor breakdown fields, a project was sub-contracted to Northwest

Microcircuits, a commercial company in Philomath, Oregon specializing in screen

printing technology. This company screen printed A1203 substrates with a Au bottom

electrode and a thick-film insulator. The thick film is then tested for dielectric constant

and breakdown field using an Al top electrode. A AgPdPt bottom electrode is also tested

for potential cost reduction.

Table 5.4 summarizes the measured properties of the thick-film insulator using

both types of electrodes. Eibd = 0.1 MV/cm is obtained, to within specification.

Moreover, the insulator breakdown is "self-healing" [57], i.e. the breakdown resulted in

localized open circuit regions between the top and the bottom electrodes. The self-

healing mode is preferred over the "propagating" mode, which causes the top and bottom

electrodes to short circuit, thus resulting in catastrophic breakdown. An insulator which

exhibits propagating breakdown is only useful if it can be fabricated in a "defect-free"

manner, so that breakdown cannot be initiated. The dielectric constants of the insulators

obtained, although large, are not large enough for the purpose of fabricating ACTFEL

devices using phosphors with breakdown fields as large as 4 MV/cm. The manufacturer
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of the thick-film insulator paste indicates that the dielectric constant is sensitive to the

annealing temperature and to the type of bottom electrode used. Further optimization of

the dielectric constant of the insulator is needed before the thick insulator film can be

used in place of a thin-film insulator for development of novel ACTFEL phosphors with

breakdown fields as large as 4 MV/cm. Additionally, in-house thick-film screen printing

facilities are needed in order to optimize the thick-film insulator properties in a cost-

effective manner. Unfortunately, due to lack of funding this approach was abandoned.

The thick-film insulator summarized in Table 5.4 would be appropriate, however,

for fabricating ACTFEL devices when the phosphor breakdown field is S 3.4 MV/cm

when a Au electrode is used, or 3.2 MV/cm when a AgPdPt electrode with thicker

insulator (30 Jim) is used.

Table 5.4 Measured properties of the thick-film insulator using Au and AgPdPt
electrodes.

Properties Au AgPdPt

Electrode Thickness [gm] 8 12

Insulator Thickness [gm] 16 30

Dielectric constant 1600 2400
Eibd [MV /cm] 0.1 0.1

Breakdown Mode Self-Healing Self-Healing

Although this thick-film insulator does not have a sufficiently large dielectric

constant for use with high threshold voltage phosphor materials, ACTFEL devices were

built using a ZnS:Mn phosphor to test the feasibility of this technology. The ZnS:Mn

phosphor is 0.6 um thick and is deposited using thermal evaporation. Then, ITO dots for

a top electrode contact are deposited using ion beam sputtering. Figure 5.8 shows the
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brightness versus applied voltage curve of a thick-film ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device. The

threshold voltage is about 120 V. At 40 V above threshold, the brightness is about 4 fL.

This level of brightness is small compared to results obtained by Sheritt researchers who

obtained 200 fL.

Considering that researchers at Sheritt have demonstrated the viability of this

approach, that this is only a first attempt, and that the dielectric constant requires only a

3x increases, this thick-film approach should be further explored for use in the

development of novel ACTFEL phosphors.
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Figure 5.8. A brightness versus voltage plot of a thick-film insulator ZnS:Mn ACTFEL
device. The voltage pulse has a 5 las rise time, a 30 !As width, and a 5 !is fall time.

The excitation frequency is 60 Hz.
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5.5.2. Sulfur-Based Materials

All of the present-day commercial electroluminescence phosphors (e.g. ZnS, SrS,

(Ca,Sr)Ga2S3, etc.) are sulfur-based. The primary reason for the success of sulfur-based

materials is the ability of these materials to provide a large amount of charge injection

which occurs abruptly above a well-defined threshold field of 1-3 MV/cm. It is not

clear why sulfur devices provide such efficient charge injection characteristics.

It seems likely that the larger the bandgap of the phosphor, the more difficult it

would be to inject electrons into the phosphor conduction band. But clearly the bandgap

of the phosphor alone cannot explain why efficient charge injection occurs in sulfur-

based materials, since these materials have bandgaps as large as 4.2-4.4 eV [52 ] and yet

efficient charge injection occurs in ACTFEL devices fabricated using these phosphors.

One possible explanation for the excellent charge injection properties of sulfur-based

materials is the abundance and appropriate energy depth of interface states. Since most

sulfur-based materials are capable of efficient electron injection, it is likely that these

defect states are associated with the sulfur anion rather than the variable cation. Sulfur

vacancies have been attributed as the physical origin of interface states [58].

One obvious solution to the problem of the lack of efficient charge injection,

which appears to be a common problem for many non-sulfur-based materials, is to work

exclusively with sulfur-based phosphors. This is the approach taken by most EL groups,

as witnessed by how little work has been devoted to non-sulfur-based materials for

ACTFEL phosphor applications.

Several novel sulfur-based materials are discussed in Chapter 3. Ba2SiS4:Ce02

seems to be an efficient PL phosphor. Moreover, it is possible to cold press a

Ba2SiS4:Ce02 sputtering target in-house. Stoichiometric amounts of BaS, Si, and S

powders are mixed and cold pressed into a target using an In backing foil. The sulfur

powder functions as a binder. Unfortunately, sulfur is very volatile in vacuum. The

sputtering target lasted for only a few sputtering runs before the sulfur in the target

begins to melt and causes the target to crumble. Fortunately, an ACTFEL device could

be fabricated before the target crumbled.
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The Ba2SiS4:Ce02 thin-film deposited at a substrate temperature of 300 °C did

not show any PL. However, it began to show PL after annealing at 700 °C. Additionally,

strong blue PL is observed when the film is annealed at 900 °C.

An ACTFEL device is then fabricated using Ba2SiS4:Ce02 as a phosphor on a

glass substrate pre-deposited with ITO and Al2O3ITiO2 as the insulator. After phosphor

deposition, the whole device is annealed at 600 °C for 30 seconds in a nitrogen ambient.

Charge transfer is observed in this ACTFEL device. Blue electroluminescence is also

observed. Note that no optimization whatsoever is performed with regard to the phosphor

deposition process and yet the device exhibited charge transfer. Unfortunately, the device

lifetime is too short for data collection. It is very likely that this short lifetime is due to

the moisture sensitivity of the Ba2SiS4:Ce02 phosphor, which is made worse by using

only a single insulator ACTFEL structure; the phosphor layer is exposed directly to air.

As previously mentioned, the target crumbled after several sputter deposition

runs. Several attempts were made to fabricate a better target. The raw powder materials

are pre-reacted with sulfur to avoid the presence of volatile sulfur in the target powder.

Unfortunately, the sputtering target still crumbled during sputtering. From discussions

with other researchers [59], it is concluded that it is very difficult to fabricate robust

Ba2SiS4:Ce02 sputtering targets due to the moisture sensitivity of the Ba2SiS4:Ce02

powder.

The result of this section and of much other research with sulfur-based phosphors

clearly indicates that efficient charge injection occurs naturally when sulfur-based

phosphor materials are employed. Arriving at a better understanding of the origin of

charge injection in sulfur-based phosphor materials is an interesting topic in itself, not to

mention the technological importance of this topic with regard to the optimization of

sulfur-based phosphor materials and the viability of novel non-sulfur-based materials for

ACTFEL phosphor applications.
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5.5.3. Injection Layers

Another possible solution to the problem of obtaining efficient charge injection in

an ACTFEL phosphor material is to use a charge injection layer. This method relies on a

modification of the interface state properties through the addition of a thin charge

injection layer between the phosphor and the insulator. The function of the injection

layer is two fold: to source charge and to reduce the phosphor threshold field for

injection, i.e. Epth

ZnS is commonly used for as an injection layer. Usually, the ZnS thickness

ranges from a few tens of angstroms to hundreds of angstroms. Unfortunately, undoped

ZnS emits white electroluminescence. Thus, it is often difficult to differentiate

electroluminescence emitted from the novel phosphor material from that of ZnS

electroluminescence; this is particularly problematic when the novel phosphor is very

dim.

Metal injection layers have also been used to enhance charge injection. For

example, In has been used in conjunction with thiogallate phosphors [60]. It is found that

In injection layers increase the injected charge significantly and reduce the phosphor

threshold field.

To test the viability of using charge injection layers, a thin-film of PdAu alloy is

used as a charge injection layer. The primary reason for choosing PdAu is that an in-

house facility (i.e. a DC sputtering system for coating SEM samples) is available for

depositing PdAu thin-films with precisely controlled thickness. Moreover, a PdAu alloy

is stable in an oxygen atmosphere. Thus, there is less chance for oxygen incorporation

during the deposition process. The stability of PdAu should also enhance the consistency

of the charge injection characteristics, so that the device operation would not change with

time.

An ACTFEL device consisting of a 5000 A thick InBO3:Tb phosphor layer, a 10-

25 A thick PdAu injection layer, and a 3000 A thick Y203 insulator is fabricated.

Annealing is performed immediately after the phosphor deposition at 700 °C for 30

seconds in an oxygen ambient.
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The fabricated InBO3:Tb ACTFEL device clearly shows charge injection.

Electroluminescence observed from this device is green in color, as expected when Tb is

used as a luminescent impurity. Note that the InBO3:Tb thin-film does not show any PL

at all, even after being annealed at temperatures up to 900 °C. The burn-out voltage for

this device is found to be sensitive to the PdAu thickness; devices with thick ( > 25 A)

PdAu layers burn out at lower voltages compared to devices with thinner (< 25 A) PdAu

layers.

As discussed in Chapter 5.2.8, the InBO3:Tb ACTFEL device does not show any

charge transfer at all when no injection layer is used. The use of a PdAu injection layer

has altered the interface properties in a way that facilitates charge injection into the

phosphor layer, either by reducing the energy depth or the abundance of the interface

traps.

5.5.4. Interface Reactions

Recently, high dielectric constant ceramics have been used as substrates for

ACTFEL devices [29,30]. This approach is similar to the thick insulator approach

discussed in the Section 5.5.2. The two main differences between these approaches are

that in the ceramic approach, the insulator is much thicker (-200 pm thick) and the

insulator also functions as the substrate. The advantage of using a ceramic substrate is

that the whole thin-film stack could be annealed at a very high temperature. Minami et.

al. annealed some of their ACTFEL devices at temperatures up to 1000 °C for 5 hours.

This prolonged annealing time at high temperature would enhance the crystalline quality

of the phosphor layer and would improved its luminescence efficiency.

Minami's results indicate that charge transfer in these ceramic substrate ACTFEL

devices occurs at an applied voltage of less than 25 V. However, light emission from

these devices occurs at an applied voltage of about 150 V or higher. This voltage

threshold for charge injection is very low, especially considering that the insulator used is

200 lim thick and the phosphor is 1.5 [tm thick.
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Table 5.5 summarizes calculations of the operating voltages (i.e. threshold

voltage, Vath, and maximum overvoltage, Vmaxover) of Minami's ACTFEL device with a

ceramic substrate. In this table, estimated parameters are presented in bold case letters.

In the first case, the threshold phosphor field is assumed to be 1.5 MV/cm. This is a low

estimate considering that ZnS phosphors have phosphor threshold fields of about 1.5

MV/cm and oxide phosphor used by Minami et al. should have much larger threshold

fields. The insulator breakdown field, Eibd, is estimated to be 0.1 MV/cm. The threshold

voltage is calculated to be 325 V for the first set of assumptions; this is much too large

compared to the observed value of 25 V. In the second case, the insulator dielectric

constant is assumed to be 10,000. Even using this overestimate for the dielectric

constant, the calculated threshold voltage is 285 V, which is again much too large. If it is

assumed that the phosphor threshold field is 0.1 MV/cm instead of 1.5 MV/cm, the

calculated threshold voltage is 22 V, which is very close to the value measured byMinami

Table 5.5. Operating voltage calculation for an ACTFEL device using a ceramic
substrate.

Parameter Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Ep 20 20 20
d [gm]P 1.5 1.5 1.5

Emil [MV/cm] 1.5 1.5 0.1

Ei 6,000 10,000 6,000

di [pm] 200 200 200

Eibd [MV /cm]' 0.1 0.1 0.1

Vath [V] 325 285 22

Vmaxover [V] 1,900 1,940 1993
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et al. Therefore, it is likely that the reduction of threshold voltage is caused by a

reduction in the phosphor threshold field.

Note that these ceramic substrate ACTFEL devices are post-annealed for 5 hours

in an Ar atmosphere at temperatures ranging from 600-1020 °C. Considering the time

and the temperature of the post-annealing step and the reactivity of the BaTiO3 material,

it is very likely that a solid state chemical reaction occurs between the BaTiO3 and the

ZnGa2O4 phosphor. These reactions could have created defects states in the ZnGa2O4

phosphor. These defects states could be the source of electron injection. Judging from

the low threshold voltage observed, these defects states must be very shallow, i.e. located

very close to the conduction band. It is possible that the reaction that generates defect

states is confined to the interface region or occurs throughout the ZnGa2O4 layer; the

location of these defect states cannot be determined from the existing data. Whatever the

nature of the reaction is, that leads to defect creation, the net result is a reduction in the

phosphor threshold field.

Another point to note is that the luminous efficiency is reported by Minami et al.

to be 0.25 lm/Watt. This value is quite high, especially considering that the phosphor is

an oxide material. It is important to know the strength of the phosphor electric field at

the onset of injection. Since the ZnGa2O4 dielectric constant is not know, the actual

electric field distribution between the phosphor and the insulator cannot be calculated.

However, assume a case where all of the applied voltage drops across the phosphor and

no voltage is dropped across the insulator. For this case, the phosphor electric field at the

threshold of light emission is 1 MV/cm (150 V / 1.5 gm). This is a worst case situation
because in reality some of the voltage is dropped across the insulator. Thus, the actual
phosphor electric field must be < 1 MV/cm.

The electroluminescence for this ceramic ACTFEL device is green in color.

Assume that the peak of the emission has a wavelength of about 520 nm (2.4 eV). This

analysis leads to a conclusion that a phosphor electric field of 1 MV/cm generates hot

electrons with kinetic energies greater than 2.4 eV in a ZnGa2O4 phosphor. Of course

this simple analysis assumes that there is no space charge inside the phosphor layer. But
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if space charge is present in the phosphor layer, the 1 MV/cm field would represent an
average field in the phosphor layer.

In summary, this analysis suggests that it is possible to generate hot electrons in

an oxide phosphor at electric fields as low as 1 MV/cm. The main issue for achieving

improved ACTFEL performance is how to inject electrons into the phosphor conduction

band. The ceramic substrate ACTFEL device results discussed in this section suggest

that high temperature processing, and perhaps defect incorporation, could be an important

avenue for achieving improved electron injection.

5.5.5. Intentional Bulk Doping

Recent simulation and experimental results [53,54] indicate the presence of space

charge in SrS:Ce phosphor layers. The origin of this space charge is ionized luminescent

impurities or defects. For SrS:Ce phosphors, the dominant ionized impurity is believed

to be Ce [53]. Thus, the Ce atom functions as the luminescent impurity and the source of
space charge.

The existence of space charge enhances the electric field at the cathode interface.

Also, the presence of phosphor space charge reduces the externally applied phosphor field

necessary for charge injection from the cathode interface into the phosphor conduction

band. Potentially, if space charge can be created in the high threshold field phosphor

material, the threshold phosphor field required to initiate charge injection could be

reduced. However, it is not clear how to select the appropriate space-charge impurity.

These space charge impurities should not cause non-radiative relaxation of the

luminescent impurities. If field-assisted ionization is the dominant mechanism of space-

charge generation, then the energy level of the space-charge impurity should be located

close to the conduction band of the phosphor, so that it could be ionized easily. If impact

ionization is the dominant mechanism of the space charge generation, then the impact

cross section of the space-charge impurity should be large. These are only a few issues
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that need to be addressed before space-charge engineering can be utilized for the

optimization of high threshold field phosphor materials for ACTFEL applications.

5.6. Chapter Summary

In summary, various novel phosphor materials are deposited. Most of these

materials exhibit strong PL. ACTFEL devices are built using these phosphors, but no

significant amount of charge injection is observed for any of the ACTFEL devices tested.

After analyzing the problem of charge injection, it is concluded that the BST

insulator materials developed do not possess sufficiently high quality if phosphor

materials with threshold fields 5 MV/cm are used. In fact, phosphors with threshold

field 5 MV/cm are not expected to have any commercial value due to the excessively

large threshold voltage required to operate ACTFEL device fabricated using these

phosphors.

Several approaches for obtaining improved charge injection are proposed.

Improving the quality of the insulator appears to be a difficult approach for achieving

improved charge injection. However, the use of a thick-film insulator or a high dielectric

constant ceramic substrate warrants further investigation. The most successful approach

seems to be to use a sulfur-based material or to use a charge injection layer.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

FUTURE WORK

This thesis presents a basic framework from which a novel ACTFEL phosphor

material can be identified and explored. In this chapter, the framework for identifying

novel ACTFEL phosphors is reviewed. Results obtained from the exploration of novel

phosphor materials are summarized. Finally, lessons learned from these explorations are

reviewed in order to identify possible paths for future work related to the further

exploration of novel ACTFEL phosphors.

6.1. Basic Phosphor Materials Science

In Chapter 3, the basic materials science for identifying a novel ACTFEL

phosphor material is presented. To make this identification process more tractable, the

luminescence impurity is considered separately from the host material.

For ACTFEL applications, rare-earth and transition-metal elements are the most

common luminescent impurities. Compared to transition-metal elements, rare-earth

elements are more suitable for novel ACTFEL phosphor research. The fundamental

reason for preferring rare-earth elements is that the luminescent color of a rare-earth

element is much more predictable than that of a transition-metal element. Several rare-

earth luminescent impurities are identified for novel ACTFEL phosphor applications:

Ce+3 and Eu+2 for blue, Tb+3 for green, and Eu+3 for red. Tm+3 also has potential as a

blue ACTFEL luminescent impurity, but it may not be as efficient as Ce+3 or Eu+2

because Tm has low-lying energy levels which tend to produce IR radiation rather than

blue emission.

The ideal phosphor materials properties are discussed in Section 3.2. Desired

phosphor materials properties are identified as follows: good chemical stability, good

crystallinity, low dielectric constant, high resistivity, bandgap 3 eV, valence and ionic
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size matching between the phosphor cation and the luminescent impurity, large interface

state density at an appropriate energy depth, low bandtail state density, low bulk defect

density, small Stokes shift, low probability for nonradiative relaxation, and low

probability for concentration quenching. All of these desired properties cannot be

obtained simultaneously. Two key materials properties are considered to be of primary

importance, i.e. the bandgap and the valence and ionic size matching between the

phosphor cation and the luminescent impurity.

Using basic chemical trends, several classes of novel ACTFEL phosphor

materials are proposed in Section 3.3. A special class of inhibited concentration

quenching phosphor materials is also presented. Some of these proposed phosphor

materials are tested. A summary of these results is presented in the next section.

6.2 Insulator and Phosphor Development

It is expected that most of the phosphor materials proposed have large threshold

fields. Thus, a high quality insulator is needed in order to test these proposed phosphor

materials. SrTiO3, PbZrxTiy03, and Ba05Sr05TiO3 are evaluated as potential high

quality insulators. Ba05Sr05TiO3 (BST) is found to have the highest quality. The BST

properties obtained are either Ei = 100, Eibd = 2.5 MV/cm when BST is deposited with

oxygen flow or Ei = 250, Eibd = 1 MV/cm when BST is deposited without oxygen flow

and then annealed at 700 °C in an oxygen ambient for 30 seconds. It is also found that

the insulator deposition rate, by RF-magnetron sputtering, is very slow for BST as well as

for the other high dielectric constant insulators evaluated.

Using the BST insulator, ACTFEL devices are built using some of the proposed

non-sulfur-based phosphor materials. The materials explored are In2(Mo04)3:Tb,

La2(Mo04)3:Tb, MgWO4, Y203W03, In2(W04)3:Eu, (Mg0.2Zn0.8)SiN2:EuF3,

ZnSiN2:EuF3, and InBO3:Tb. It is found that none of the ACTFEL devices employing

these novel phosphor materials exhibit any significant amount of charge transfer.
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The charge transfer analysis presented in Section 5.4, shows that the failure to

inject charge is primarily due to the exceedingly high threshold field of these phosphor

materials. This extremely large phosphor threshold field requires the use of very high

quality insulators when fabricating an ACTFEL device. The BST insulator does not have

sufficiently high quality for use with these high threshold field phosphor materials. Other

results of the charge transfer analysis are as follows:

1. The required insulator properties to turn on a phosphor with a threshold field of 5

MV/cm or larger are extremely difficult to obtain. This analysis also shows that

phosphor materials with a threshold field of ?.. 5 MV/cm may not have any commercial

value because of the exceedingly large operating voltages.

2. The BST insulator does not have sufficiently high quality for use with 5 MV/cm

threshold field phosphor materials. However, BST should be usable for phosphor

materials with threshold fields 3 MV/cm.

3. Thick-film insulator materials can be used as ACTFEL insulators if the phosphor

material has a threshold voltage 4 MV/cm. Moreover, the use of thick-film insulators

offers benefits not available when thin-film insulators are employed. First, the thick-film

insulator can be deposited using screen-printing technology, which solves the problem of

the slow deposition rate of the sputter-deposited BST insulator. Second, the thick-film

approach requires a lower insulator breakdown field, which solves the problem of

obtaining a high breakdown field insulator. Third, the thick-film approach utilizes a

ceramic substrate, which allows the ACTFEL device to be annealed at a high
temperature.

Because of the many advantages thick-film insulators have to offer, preliminary

research into the development of thick-film insulators was explored. Due to the lack of
an in-house facility, the thick-film insulator development by screen-printing was

contracted out to Northwest Microcircuits. The properties of the unoptimized thick-film

insulator obtained are ci = 1600 and Eibd = 0.1 MV/cm. This insulator should be

sufficient for use with a phosphor material with a threshold field of 3.4 MV/cm. The

thick-film approach is tested by fabricating a ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device. The brightness
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of this device at 40 V overvoltage is 4 fL, which is very dim compared to 200 fL

obtained by Sheritt researchers. At present, the porous surface of the screen-printed

thick-films precludes its use with phosphor materials which possess threshold fields 3.4

MV/cm.

The main point of the analysis presented in Section 5.4 is that in order to explore

novel phosphor materials, the threshold field of the phosphor material must be lowered to

3 MV/cm. Several approaches for lowering the phosphor threshold field are

summarized below.

1. It is well known that sulfur-based materials typically possess excellent charge

injection characteristics Thus, the use of sulfur-based phosphor materials should solve

the problem of high threshold fields and poor charge injection associated with non-sulfur-

based phosphors.

2. The use of a PdAu charge injection layer to solve the charge injection problem is

demonstrated. Without a charge injection layer, InBO3:Tb ACTFEL devices do not show

any charge injection whatsoever. However, with a PdAu charge injection layer, the

InBO3:Tb ACTFEL device shows charge transfer and green electroluminescence. Thus,

the use of a charge injection layer is one approach for achieving efficient charge injection.

3. Minami et al. have demonstrated [40] the utility of using a high dielectric constant

ceramic substrate as an ACTFEL insulator. After analyzing their data, it is concluded

that the high temperature annealing process, made possible by the use of a ceramic

substrate, may have caused reaction between the phosphor and the insulator. The net

result is a dramatic reduction in the phosphor threshold field. Minami et al.'s result also

show that hot electrons with energies 2.4 eV are generated in an oxide phosphor with

an electric field 1 MV/cm. This observation appears encouraging for future work on

the development of oxide-based ACTFEL phosphors.
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6.3 Primary Conclusion

The primary conclusion of this thesis is that charge injection is the most important

aspect of ACTFEL device operation. In order to explore novel ACTFEL phosphors,

efficient charge injection must be achieved. In fact, fabrication of a functional ACTFEL

device is almost synonymous with obtaining strong charge injection at high fields.

Future work in the exploration of novel phosphor materials must ensure that a large

amount of charge can be abruptly injected into the phosphor above a well defined

threshold voltage.

6.4. Recommendations Future Work

Recommendations for future work in the exploration of novel ACTFEL phosphor

are divided into three sections, as follows:

1. Insulator Issues:

i) Explore alternative thin-film insulators such as BaSnxTii_x03 [46].

ii) Increase the deposition rate of the BST insulator. The PECVD deposition method

may offer advantages compare to RF-Magnetron method. PECVD deposition rate

should be much faster than that of the RF-Magnetron sputtering. Moreover,

PECVD deposition should allow lower deposition temperature.

iii) Increase the dielectric constant of the screen-printed thick-film insulator either by

collaboration with Northwest Microcircuits or acquire an in-house screen printing

facility.

2. Phosphor Issues:

i) Explore the use of inhibited concentration quenching materials. These materials

system offer the possibility of an order of magnitude higher concentration of

luminescent impurity compared to other phosphor systems. Moreover, materials

such as Y2(W04)3:Eu or Y2W06:Eu can potentially emit light from both Eu+3

cation and (W04)-2 molecular anion.
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ii) Explore low melting point oxides such as Ba5SiO4C16:Eu. Low melting point

materials offer the advantage of having a good crystalinity thin-film, which is

required to obtain high concentration of hot electrons. Sr0 75Eu0 25MgF4 also has

the potential for ACTFEL phosphor applications due to the low processing

temperature required and the inhibited concentration quenching characteristic of

Sr0.75Eu0.25MgF4

iii) Explore alkaline-earth oxide-based phosphor such as CaOMg0.2Si02:Eu and

3CaOMg0.2Si02:Eu. Alkaline earth oxide materials may possess low dielectric

constant which would reduce the threshold voltage of the ACTFEL devices built

using these materials.

3. Charge Injection Issues:

i) Utilize PdAu charge injection layers for facillitating charge injection into the

phosphor material. Although the PdAu charge injection layer may cause long-

term instabilities in the performance of the ACTFEL device, a PdAu charge

injection layer is available immediately and offers the simplest method for

facillitating charge injection.

ii) Explore other potential charge injection materials, such as conducting oxides. An

oxide charge injection layer should be more stable compared to that of a metal

injection layer when the charge injection layer is used in conjuntion with an oxide

phosphor. Also, conducting oxides may provide a large source of charge for

injection into the phosphor layer.

iii) Study and analyze bulk doping of the phosphor with donors, acceptors, and/or

deep levels. More analysis is needed before space charge engineering can be used

to facilitate charge injection.
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